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SOURIAU’S RELATIVISTIC GENERAL COVARIANT

FORMULATION OF HYPERELASTICITY REVISITED

B. KOLEV AND R. DESMORAT

Abstract. We present and modernize Souriau’s 1958 geometric framework for Relativistic
continuous media, and enlighten the necessary and the ad hoc modeling choices made since,
focusing as much as possible on the Continuum Mechanics point of view. We describe the
general covariant formulation of Hyperelasticity in (Variational) General Relativity, and then
in the particular case of a static spacetime. Different relativistic strain and stress tensors are
formulated and discussed. Finally, we apply Souriau’s formalism to Schwarzschild’s metric, and
recover the Classical Galilean Hyperelasticity with gravity, as the Newton–Cartan infinite light
speed limit of this formulation.
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Introduction

Attempts to formulate Relativistic Elasticity in the General Relativity framework go back to
1916 with the pioneering work of Nordström [68], in Dutch. Since then, several authors have
first aimed at proposing constitutive equations for Relativistic fluids [87, 54, 14, 60] and, then,
at modeling Relativistic continuous media, most often at the astrophysics scale [80, 86, 19, 74,
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82, 5, 70, 50, 43, 44, 4, 27, 90, 36, 10], for instance for the modeling of the solid crust of neutron
stars, but also at a local scale [57, 58, 59, 72, 72, 73, 63], for mechanical engineering applications.

This has led Lichnerowicz to define pure matter [54], synonymous of dust, and Souriau to
define perfect matter [80, 81, 82], as a continuous medium which can be described independently
from electromagnetic phenomena. In the present work, we follow Souriau and model perfect
matter with the Gauge Theory mindset [9]. More precisely, we focus on Relativistic hyper-
elastic continuous media. We do not consider the coupling with electromagnetism, nor with
temperature.

The work of Souriau (1958, in French), seems to have been unnoticed by the scientific com-
munity. It is prior to the works of Synge (1959), of DeWitt (1962) and of Rayner (1963) (all
three criticized in the later papers by Bennoun [5] and Carter and Quintana [14]). As we shall
see, Souriau did in fact formulate the correct framework to describe Relativistic Hyperelastic-
ity, first in his long 1958 paper [80], then in his 1964 book [82] (in French still). The modern
geometric picture of the General Relativity framework for elastic media is, up to details that we
shall discuss on the go, derived in [80, 82], and later in [14, 43, 44, 4].

We stick to the chronology introduced by Souriau of the mathematical concepts, the idea being
as often to make the least hypotheses as possible. This is why the introduction of a foliation by
spacelike hypersurfaces —which is not assumed a priori— is only addressed in section 6, and
why the problems of the definition of time and of the formulation of Relativistic Hyperelasticity
in a spacetime is addressed only in section 8. We finally apply Künzle’s methodology [49], to
mathematically recover Classical Galilean Hyperelasticity with gravity, as the Newton–Cartan
infinite light speed limit of the described General Relativity formulation. Our calculations
generalize the ones for relativistic fluids to relativistic solids.

We write this paper mainly with the mechanics —not the astrophysics— point of view. We
seek for the adequacy with the geometric formulation on the body ℬ of three-dimensional
Hyperelasticity (the so-called intrinsic Lagrangian formulation, developed by Noll [65, 67] and
Rougée [75, 77], see also [45, 46]). The notations are chosen to be compatible with both the
ones used classically in Continuum Mechanics of solid materials [51] and the ones considered
in [45, 46].

Outline. The article is organized as follows. In section 1, we introduce the basic concepts of
matter field Ψ, of body World tube 𝒲 , of mass measure 𝜇, and of current of matter P, which are
the starting point of the theory of Relativistic Continuum Mechanics. The normalization of the
later allows to define the rest mass density 𝜌𝑟 and the unit timelike vector U. The section ends
with the definition of the conformation H, the cornerstone of Souriau’s general covariant formu-
lation of Relativistic Hyperelasticity. Matter conservation is formulated in section 2. Definitions
of relativistic strain tensors are provided in section 3. Relativistic Hyperelasticity is formulated
in section 4, in which the Lagrangian formulation of General Relativity is recalled and applied
to this specific constitutive modeling. The stress-energy tensor is introduced in section 5 and
both four-dimensional and three-dimensional relativistic stress tensors are defined. It is only
in section 6 that a spacetime structure is considered, allowing to better connect the preceding
general geometric framework with Classical Continuum Mechanics, and to define the generalized
Lorentz factor 𝛾 (section 7). This factor accounts for the distortion between the unit vector U
(the matter) and the unit normal N to the spacelike hypersurfaces Ω𝑡 (the observer), and allows
for the geometric definition of the relativistic mass density 𝜌. A first formulation of Relativistic
Hyperelasticity in a static spacetime, including the generalization of the Cauchy stress tensor,
is derived in section 8. This framework is detailed in section 9 for the particular case of the
Schwarzschild metric. The Galilean (Newton–Cartan) infinite light speed limit of the theory is
discussed in section 10.

Notations. Given a linear operator 𝐿 : 𝐸 → 𝐹 between two finite dimensional vector spaces,
we denote by 𝐿⋆ : 𝐹 ⋆ → 𝐸⋆, 𝛽 ↦→ 𝛽∘𝐿, its transpose. If moreover, the vector space 𝐸 is equipped
with an inner product 𝑞𝐸 , and 𝐹 , with an inner product 𝑞𝐹 , we can define its adjoint, defined
implicitly by the relation 𝐿 : 𝐹 → 𝐸, ⟨𝐿𝑣,𝑤⟩𝐹 = ⟨𝑣, 𝐿𝑤⟩𝐸 for all 𝑣 ∈ 𝐸 and 𝑤 ∈ 𝐹 . The
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relation between 𝐿⋆ and 𝐿 is thus written as 𝐿 = 𝑞−1
𝐸 𝐿⋆𝑞𝐹 . We denote by S𝑘𝐸 the set of totally

symmetric tensors of order 𝑘 on 𝐸 and by Λ𝑘𝐸 the set of alternate tensors of order 𝑘 on 𝐸.
Now, let ℳ be a differential manifold of dimension 𝑛, we denote by Ω𝑘(ℳ ), the set of

differential 𝑘-forms on ℳ , that is smooth sections of the vector bundle Λ𝑘𝑇 ⋆ℳ . The contraction
𝑖𝑋𝛼, of components (𝑖𝑋𝛼)𝜇1...𝜇𝑘−1

= 𝑋𝜈𝛼𝜈𝜇1...𝜇𝑘−1
, denotes the interior product of a vector field

𝑋 ∈ Vect(ℳ ) with a 𝑘-form 𝛼 ∈ Ω𝑘(ℳ ),

𝑖𝑋𝛼 := 𝛼(𝑋, ·, . . . , ·) ∈ Ω𝑘−1(ℳ ).

If moreover, ℳ is endowed with a Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian metric 𝑔 (and ℳ is
orientable), we will denote by vol𝑔 ∈ Ω𝑛(ℳ ) the (pseudo-)Riemannian volume form associated
with 𝑔.

Given a 1-form 𝛼 ∈ Ω1(ℳ ), the notation 𝛼♯ := 𝑔−1𝛼 ∈ Vect(ℳ ) stands for 𝛼𝜇 = 𝑔𝜇𝜈𝛼𝜈 .

Conversely, given a vector field 𝑋 ∈ Vect(ℳ ), 𝑋♭ := 𝑔𝑋 ∈ Ω1(ℳ ) stands for 𝑋𝜇 = 𝑔𝜇𝜈𝑋
𝜈 .

When local coordinates are involved on a 4-dimensional manifold, the Greek subscripts or su-
perscripts 𝜇, 𝜈, 𝜌 . . . range from 0 to 3, while the roman ones 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 . . . , or 𝐼, 𝐽,𝐾, . . . range from
1 to 3.

The light speed will be denoted by 𝑐 and we refer to the Galilean three-dimensional Continuum
Mechanics of solids [89, 51, 55] simply as Classical Continuum Mechanics.

1. Matter field, current of matter and conformation

The Universe is assumed to be a four-dimensional orientable manifold ℳ , endowed with an
hyperbolic metric 𝑔, of signature (−,+,+,+). Its pseudo-Riemannian volume form is denoted
by

vol𝑔 ∈ Ω4(ℳ ).

In the present work we limit our study to a (non electromagnetic) continuous particles assembly,
the so-called perfect matter [54]. Its modeling adopted by Souriau in [80, 81, 82] is inspired by
Gauge theory [9], where matter fields are described by sections of an associated bundle, i.e., some
vector bundle constructed using a linear representation of the structural group of the considered
Gauge theory on some given vector space. The specificity and relative simplicity of the present
description of perfect matter is, however, that we assume this linear representation, and thus the
vector bundle, to be trivial. More precisely, we let 𝑉 be a three-dimensional vector space (taken
as R3 in [80]). A perfect matter field (called the particles labelling in [80], and the projection,
noted 𝒫, in [14]) is then a smooth vector valued function

Ψ : ℳ → 𝑉.

Remark 1.1. The notation Ψ for the matter field is on purpose chosen similar to the one for the
wave function in Quantum Mechanics.

Matter is then described by the set of all the material points constitutive of the continu-
ous medium under study in the Universe (for example a mechanical structure). Their labels
constitute a set ℬ ⊂ 𝑉 , assumed to be (in general) a three-dimensional compact orientable
manifold with boundary and called the body. It is further assumed that Ψ is a submersion on
𝒲 = Ψ−1(ℬ): the linear tangent map 𝑇Ψ : 𝑇𝒲 → 𝑇𝑉 is of rank 3 at each point of 𝒲 . Thus,
𝒲 is fibered by the particles World lines Ψ−1(X), X ∈ ℬ, and is called for this reason the body’s
World tube.

The body ℬ is endowed with a volume form 𝜇 ∈ Ω3(ℬ), the mass measure, which carries
the information about the distribution of matter present in 𝒲 [43]. This interpretation is con-
nected with the three-dimensional Classical Continuum Mechanics theory, in which the abstract
manifold ℬ, equipped with the mass measure 𝜇, is in fact the body introduced by Truesdell and
Noll [89, 65, 66, 67].

As we seek for a full consistency with the geometric framework of Classical Continuum Me-
chanics [67, 75, 77, 45], we have to emphasize a slight difference with previous works in astro-
physics concerning the choice of the volume form on ℬ. In [80], 𝑉 is equipped with the canonical
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<latexit sha1_base64="eSnanK4qf2JSXS0n7zkaRHk5L4c=">AABBw3ic7Zxbc9pGFMc3vde9Je1jX9S6nUmnTQaTNOnlJdgksRvbIQYnbuLEg0CAxoAwCMcu48/R1/Zj9Ru036K7Z3eRDhztruxMLzOYiSOW3/nv2aPVXo6E/UE3HMWFwh+XXnv9jTffevudd5fee/+DDz+6fOXjx6NoPGwEu42oGw33/Poo6Ib9YDcO426wNxgG9Z7fDZ74h2vi8yfHwXAURv1afDoInvfq7X7YChv1mBc93+/V447fmlTOrva+Ori8XLj+/Xe3it8WvcL1QuF28cYtcVC8fbN4w1vhJeJnmamfSnTFq7B91mQRa7Ax67GA9VnMj7uszkb89YytsAIb8LLnbMLLhvwohM8DdsaWuO2YUwEn6rz0kP9u83fPVGmfvxeaI7Bu8Fq6/N+QW3rsS24TcW7Ij0VtHnw+BmVRmqU9AU3h2yn/31daPV4asw4vtdlp0tVOtCVmLfYdtCHkbRpAiWhdQ6mMISrCcy/VqpgrDHiZOG7yz4f8uAGWOs4e2Iyg7SK2dfj8TyBFqXjfUOyY/aW87POSlxCtHvjf5+oTXh6BFzLePuidQfmPXEm0TXDCmy60IlA2x0RZonMGLRQa4myL2svQii7oB2xLxe+haql4J86w0BlxlTZXFV4kx14ujRDaHoDGBttmNdXr3BX6SkMobJ9TQ5w9Gae2Ou/SI1meV63Fj/pwpuugUs8dlUShBAqlC/iwCgqrF/BhExQ2L+DDhjq/5/fhJ1D46UJxqKlIHJyjh6R1tqc62xfQWQeV9el1l3XVV7hlxI+rMIZ0Of+MFWGs2ofRpcW19qHuPu+9coyasGU+rotof6PeFVXsh3CddsBmmLKxeSFGPXGNn8GM4Vq7qcYD9rWKXladorwNV8+rq/OapU7dznLOOHvsB8dIu7c7rw/uHlyznu9jNZelY+/D/N6czszina5dtmgIoyetOIb+ntb2oMxueUxYHk8ts6M4b9W3WpVJP+UV3oURPe11tgrlM1axt6BFaLSsVvcIq3tWqxFhNbJanRBWJ1arU8Lq1KknNAnLprI0RzKEyDdRf9ZrQ5+/PNWPzTpi/B1wOlTxSvwQxy95uViBdUA34TswhtmiItkYZox57RqsP5tqBZdHt+Tsb8lJzcVDFyWfl4srwT2a2sJd2y2as7pf/isvUW9lZsck16RiPhKrBrFfkK1I9hVyH6D3EyOwH6U+l/sYsesZg5KYJf7NFhbnfE72U2NoI/ZYXN9j/vsm3zX1YL4TK6kmWAu9FaTnOeuNII4R9JhZzex+Fc+MINSeKz0fuuoMYD51tT3KHMW0dqJ0lrNFWk2uNdMemVWOcsTF1LpArXClkrB5ofYe5qhEsNbuz9geKO8CPivF3Jueei98OoXzrq1s+g3IbIhe08xZB7a0x1L71CHi8GraYqohmp4jk4/pNuX1k4rH+WtqOPQpMW7ITFLSQ+fzIi7XXgvG1ROklJ5LcB83rWQeqllJx2kCJbaWyCyLtkyX9dT8Zb62BtOZNkZlIUTZvjqW6w6sgNciJus9ZLln5bcRv23ltxC/ZeU7U/6I/9+x8muIX3Nasa4jm3WHOnQt8+ufdL02ldq03vRKx12havWj6qRi8sNFoYTiV7Lyq4hftfJlxJedzmkd2dSdbHxk4zvZNJFN08mmimyq1vZvquyetrDPtGU04siSZFeLxyOzjrAYz4wmWEsTbh6ZlNxHyfLcmDivNku46Jm8o0Zhk2aNvK5q1rbtkHY7VrsKv/rDjGtZfmZTqGWOJy5eZ9m6ep49lrl5H5Ntj612Q9JuaLUbGOJ9DLudgaPfWS138T3L1tX/7KjPt+Gf25MuwcgqcqliVC6xiRqfW/xKTOaXhKgjok4Qq4hYJQgfET5BrCFijSCaiGgSRBkRZYK4i4i7BBEgIjgXcQ8R9wjiPiLuE8QGIjYIoo2INkF0ENEhiBARIUGsI2KdIA4RcUgQDxDxgCC6iOgSxCYiNgliCxFbBLGNiG2C6COiTxA9RPQIooCIAkGsIGKFICJERASxh4g9gniKiKcEcYKIE4KoIKJCEANEDAjiESIeEcQRIo4IYoiIIUHsIGKHIKqIqBLECBEjgqghokYQMSJigthFxC5BjBExniNkDtTO+ewxIh4D4Tm9sM4x0jkmanqJiJcE8QQRTzJbZe+Vp4g4JYifEfEzQfyCiF+cNXRmKOFaiNP3pzBD998ltcpNX5EhcPLu4omykXcddWbyCyg9gdH6C3K+1vkIN6V0/oLSa05X6m56CU/r4bW+m+bs/oDSFc8zDeDZJjfNhKf15OrMTUuv5CidZOflppXeqVF6FWevKpk+3Wd1tWJ1U0p4Wq+dU69t0XsIOcu2s17C03pRTr3Ioif35W5aeg9P6VRz9o2qpW9sQlzFNeuqmLagNRs5roOG4ToIWJBjFAkMI4ifS8nP1PLUuezk0kv4RNF2L1asafRxGzLuEygdg3LolHsOUjqBKqU1zDtifT9YtyqCNdw+3Knw1OdmT5oseQ5BWrnl5poQN1PtmqBm2g2od6LqxedJ7pH0/ZTZ+Vdbyn3VATPdnSka7CdOtrIWsw8vLDrlV+CFyLR56pkOSiVNZNelW+NyT+f/lxeeX4Et8iGLfIgmFvmQRT5kkQ/RxCIfssiHzGsssiGLbMgiG7LIhiyyIYtsSDob8irzAIsswH8rC6Bn6uxvOoknzM3Pd5uerh3D60wdzz5Jbc5NyafdqbpnnxRPPyFu9sf0LR+Tnel7PksO10n6qS5/7rkyt2yHYOTq3mYjn4TX8Xfhj1AtOhomm37mWfWmz5HZ7ZNxItmRmr8/p7/Lpy3Nfag8XbM9YtTTb5+hf/h7bWblEI7E3xeQ368W+8Olg8vL+g8XeNkHj4vXV25dX3l0c/nOqvrrBu+wT9nn7Crvx7fZHbbOVzi7XPmI/cp+Y7+X7pYOS8NSLNHXLimbTxj6KZ39DRxge1M=</latexit>

P(m)

<latexit sha1_base64="bc8+ICTk0TMJ2U9Z5mZUO6pteAU=">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</latexit>

 

<latexit sha1_base64="mL4eVracN5hs2S5ALzLFl1xgMDw=">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</latexit>

V

<latexit sha1_base64="XUhIoxhmqzKE4j7kBNWo9J7b41c=">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</latexit>

 �1(X)

<latexit sha1_base64="FladEVmCXSUXcJPyeWNOkumVQTM=">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</latexit>•
<latexit sha1_base64="m2nRA9IKqPi0/Pjx/MoFcW7EpEE=">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</latexit>

X

<latexit sha1_base64="cjzkor2RaHlA7to1AJmiajIZ7Z0=">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</latexit>

B
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Figure 1. The World tube 𝒲 = Ψ−1(ℬ) fibered by the particles World lines Ψ−1(X).

3-form vol𝑞 = d𝑋1 ∧ d𝑋2 ∧ d𝑋3 on R3. In [14, 4, 36], the body ℬ is equipped with a volume
form Ω ∈ Ω3(ℬ) which represents the number density of conserved idealized particles (meant
to be identified with the baryon number density in [14]). The three of them are, of course,
proportional to each other on ℬ. As pointed out by Carter and Quintana, the Relativistic
Hyperelasticity theory does not depend on the particular choice of a volume form on ℬ [14].
Our choice, here, of a volume form 𝜇, interpreted as a “mass measure” allows us to recover the
mass densities encountered in Classical Continuum Mechanics, and to assimilate the integral

𝑚 =

∫︁
ℬ
𝜇,

as the total mass of the continuous medium/mechanical structure under study.

Remark 1.2. It is worth mentioning that one takes here a point of view reverse to the one of
Classical Continuum Mechanics of solids [89, 51, 75, 55, 77], in which a configuration is an
embedding 𝑝 : ℬ → ℰ of the body ℬ into the three-dimensional space ℰ , endowed with the
Euclidean metric 𝑞. In the present formalism, the main concept is a mapping Ψ: ℳ → 𝑉 from
the Universe ℳ to the space of labels 𝑉 . A key difference is that, in Classical Continuum
Mechanics, 𝑝 and its tangent map, the so-called deformation gradient

F = 𝑇𝑝 : 𝑇ℬ → 𝑇ℰ

are invertible, whereas here, the matter field Ψ and its tangent map 𝑇Ψ are not.

The pullback by Ψ of the mass measure 𝜇 on the body ℬ

𝜔 := Ψ*𝜇 = (𝜇 ∘ Ψ)(𝑇Ψ·, 𝑇Ψ·, 𝑇Ψ·)
is a 3-form defined on the four-dimensional World tube 𝒲 = Ψ−1(ℬ). Since 𝑇𝑚Ψ is assumed
to be of rank 3 at each point of 𝒲 , there exists a nowhere vanishing vector field P on 𝒲 , such
that

(1.1) 𝜔 = 𝑖Pvol𝑔,

where 𝑖P is the interior product (or contraction) of 𝜔 by P. This vector field P is the current
of matter (it was called vecteur courant de matière in [80]).

Remark 1.3. In 3D Classical Continuum Mechanics, the pushforward of the mass measure 𝜇 by
the embedding 𝑝 : ℬ → ℰ [45], when expressed using the 3D volume form vol𝑞, is represented by
a scalar density 𝜌 (indeed, 𝑝*𝜇 = 𝜌 vol𝑞). In 4D, the pullback of the mass measure 𝜇 by the matter
field Ψ, when expressed using the 4D volume form vol𝑔, is represented by the quadrivector P
(indeed, Ψ*𝜇 = 𝑖Pvol𝑔).
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At each point 𝑚 ∈ 𝒲 , the tangent vector P(𝑚) spans the one-dimensional subspace ker𝑇𝑚Ψ.
Indeed, the equality

𝜇Ψ(𝑚)(𝑇𝑚Ψ.P, 𝑇𝑚Ψ.𝜉1, 𝑇𝑚Ψ.𝜉2) = vol𝑔𝑚(P(𝑚),P(𝑚), 𝜉1, 𝜉2) = 0, ∀𝜉1, 𝜉2 ∈ 𝑇𝑚𝒲 ,

implies

(1.2) 𝑇𝑚Ψ.P(𝑚) = 0,

since 𝑇𝑚Ψ is surjective. To describe perfect matter, Souriau assumes furthermore that P is
timelike, i.e. that

‖P‖2𝑔 = 𝑔(P,P) < 0

on the World tube 𝒲 (we refer to [82] for the other cases, light for instance). Observe that P
defines a time orientation on 𝒲 .

It will be proved as essential to define a unit timelike vector field U collinear to P, and to
write

(1.3) P = 𝜌𝑟U, with ‖U‖2𝑔 = −1.

The function

(1.4) 𝜌𝑟 :=
√︁

−‖P‖2𝑔 ,
defined on the World tube 𝒲 , is then interpreted as the rest mass density [80, 82, 43].

Remark 1.4. In Special Relativity, the vector field 𝑐P is the four-momentum quadrivector.

We will finish this section by defining the conformation, a fundamental concept introduced by
Souriau in 1958. It is the cornerstone of the formulation of Relativistic Hyperelasticity at large
scale, in particular, for the modeling of neutron stars with a solid crust. In recent works, it is
sometimes referred to as strain, but since this term has a slightly different meaning in Classical
Continuum Mechanics, we prefer to keep the initial name given by Souriau. The conformation
is defined as the vector-valued function [80]

(1.5) H : ℳ → S2𝑉, 𝑚 ↦→ H(𝑚) := (𝑇𝑚Ψ) 𝑔−1
𝑚 (𝑇𝑚Ψ)⋆,

where S2𝑉 is the six-dimensional vector space of symmetric contravariant second-order tensors
on 𝑉 . In simpler words, H is a function from the four-dimensional manifold ℳ to the vector
space of 3 × 3 matrices. The hypothesis we made that Ψ is a submersion on 𝒲 , together with
the hypothesis that ker𝑇Ψ is generated by the timelike vector field U implies that H(𝑚) is
positive definite for all 𝑚 ∈ 𝒲 .

Remark 1.5. Since the mapping Ψ : 𝒲 → ℬ is not invertible, the conformation cannot be
considered, stricto sensu, as the pushforward of 𝑔−1, which is not defined. It is thus not, strictly
speaking, a co-metric on ℬ, but a vector-valued function of 𝑚 ∈ 𝒲 with value a symmetric
second-order contravariant tensor in 𝑉 . Note that, if we forget that ℬ is a domain in the vector
space 𝑉 but consider that it is a manifold, then H is interpreted as a tensor field along Ψ with
values in S2𝑇ℬ, in other words, it is a section of the pullback bundle Ψ*(S2𝑇ℬ).

2. Conservation of matter

Since the exterior derivative of the mass measure 𝜇 on the 3-dimensional manifold ℬ vanishes,
d𝜇 = 0, we get the following conservation law.

Lemma 2.1 (Souriau, 1958). We have the following conservation law on the World tube 𝒲

div𝑔 P = 0.

Proof. Let LP be the Lie derivative with respect to P. Then,

LP vol𝑔 = (div𝑔 P) vol𝑔,

but, using Cartan magic formula,

LP vol𝑔 = d 𝑖Pvol𝑔 = dΨ*𝜇 = Ψ*d𝜇 = 0.
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�

Remark 2.2. In Special Relativity, the equation

div𝑔 P = div𝑔(𝜌𝑟U) = 0

recasts as the usual continuity equation of Classical Fluid Dynamics [24, 80, 82], and is inter-
preted as the Relativistic mass conservation. It will be shown, furthermore, in section 10, that
div𝑔 𝑐P = 0 converges towards the classical continuity equation under subsequent hypothesis.

If the body ℬ is endowed with a Riemannian metric 𝛾0, the rest mass density 𝜌𝑟 can be
related to the conformation H, as demonstrated by Souriau in [80], where he chose 𝛾0 := 𝑞, the
canonical Euclidean metric on 𝑉 = R3 (see also [43]). The notation 𝛾0 is chosen for consistency
with the intrinsic geometric framework of three-dimensional Hyperelasticity [67, 75, 77, 45], and
𝛾0 is not necessarily equal to 𝑞, as discussed by several authors [4, 36] (see Appendix E for a
discussion about different choices for 𝛾0).

Lemma 2.3 (Souriau, 1958). Let 𝛾0 be a fixed Riemannian metric on the body ℬ. Then, the
rest mass density 𝜌𝑟 can be expressed as

(2.1) 𝜌𝑟 = (𝜌𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)
√︀

det [H(𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)],

where Ψ is the matter field, H is the conformation, and

𝜌𝛾0 =
𝜇

vol𝛾0

.

Remark 2.4. The function 𝜌𝛾0 is defined on the body ℬ, and interpreted as the mass density
with respect to the Riemannian volume form vol𝛾0 . It is very important to note, for subsequent
applications, that 𝜌𝛾0 is independent of the metric 𝑔 on the Universe ℳ . Moreover, one can check
that the right hand-side of (2.1) does not depend on 𝛾0, as expected. Indeed if we substitute 𝛾1

to 𝛾0 in (2.1), one has 𝜌𝛾1 =
√︁

det(𝛾−1
1 𝛾0) 𝜌𝛾0 , whereas det(H𝛾1) = det(𝛾−1

0 𝛾1) det(H𝛾0), and

thus

(𝜌𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)
√︀

det [H(𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)] = (𝜌𝛾1 ∘ Ψ)
√︀

det [H(𝛾1 ∘ Ψ)].

Proof. Note first that there exists a function 𝜌𝛾0 (a mass density) defined on ℬ such that

𝜇 = 𝜌𝛾0vol𝛾0 .

Thus, by (1.1)–(1.3), we get

𝜔 = 𝜌𝑟 𝑖Uvol𝑔 = Ψ*𝜇 = (𝜌𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)Ψ*vol𝛾0 .

Let 𝑚 ∈ 𝒲 and (𝑒0 = U(𝑚), 𝑒𝑖) be a direct orthonormal basis of 𝑇𝑚ℳ . Then, we have

vol𝑔𝑚(U(𝑚), 𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒3) = 1

and

𝜌𝑟(𝑚) = 𝜌𝑟(𝑚)vol𝑔𝑚(U(𝑚), 𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒3) = 𝜌𝛾0(Ψ(𝑚)) vol𝛾0(Ψ(𝑚))(𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒1, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒2, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒3).

Observe now that the vector space 𝑇Ψ(𝑚)ℬ is endowed with two Euclidean structures; the first

one, defined by 𝛾0(Ψ(𝑚)) and the second one, defined by H(𝑚)−1. Besides, the restriction of
𝑇𝑚Ψ to the three-dimensional subspace U(𝑚)⊥ (the orthogonal complement of U(𝑚) in 𝑇𝑚ℳ )
is a linear isomorphism and

𝑇𝑚Ψ: (U(𝑚)⊥, 𝑔𝑚) → (𝑇Ψ(𝑚)ℬ,H(𝑚)−1)

is an isometry, by the very definition of the conformation H. Hence, (𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒1, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒2, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒3)
is a direct orthonormal basis of the Euclidean space (𝑇Ψ(𝑚)ℬ,H(𝑚)−1) and thus

volH(𝑚)−1(𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒1, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒2, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒3) = 1.
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We have therefore

vol𝛾0(Ψ(𝑚))(𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒1, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒2, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒3) =
√︀

det [H(𝑚)𝛾0(Ψ(𝑚))] volH(𝑚)−1(𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒1, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒2, 𝑇𝑚Ψ𝑒3)

=
√︀

det [H(𝑚)𝛾0(Ψ(𝑚))],

and thus

𝜌𝑟(𝑚) = 𝜌𝛾0(Ψ(𝑚))
√︀

det [H(𝑚)𝛾0(Ψ(𝑚))].

�

Remark 2.5. In Classical Continuum Mechanics, the body is often identified with a reference
configuration Ω0 embedded in R3 and endowed with the euclidean metric 𝛾0 = 𝑞. Two mass
densities, 𝜌0 on Ω0 and 𝜌 on the deformed configuration Ω (also embedded in R3), are usually
defined. A classical expression of mass balance is formulated on Ω0 as

(2.2) 𝜌0 = (𝜌 ∘ 𝜑)
√︀

det(𝑞−1C),

where 𝜑 : Ω0 → Ω is the deformation, C := 𝜑*𝑞 is the right Cauchy–Green tensor (defined on
Ω0 as the pullback by the deformation 𝜑 of the Euclidean metric 𝑞). The formal comparison
of (2.1), recast as

𝜌𝛾0 ∘ Ψ = 𝜌𝑟

√︁
det
[︀
(𝛾−1

0 ∘ Ψ)H−1
]︀
,

with (2.2), shows that (2.1) can be interpreted as a Relativistic generalization of the mass con-
servation law for Galilean deformable solids. It also shows that the inverse of the (contravariant)
conformation H plays the role of the (covariant) right Cauchy–Green tensor C.

3. Conformation and strains

The existence of the unit timelike vector field U on the World tube 𝒲 allows to perform the
related orthogonal decompositions of the metric 𝑔 and co-metric 𝑔−1 (see Appendix A),

(3.1) 𝑔 = ℎ−U♭ ⊗U♭, 𝑔−1 = ℎ♯ −U⊗U, on 𝒲 ,

where the tensor fields ℎ (noted 𝐸 in [44]) and ℎ♯ = 𝑔−1ℎ𝑔−1, the spatial part of 𝑔 and 𝑔−1

respectively, are uniquely defined by the conditions

(3.2) ℎU = 0, and ℎ = 𝑔 on U⊥,

where U⊥ is the three-dimensional (necessarily spacelike) orthogonal subbundle to U. Both
ℎ and ℎ♯ have signature (0,+,+,+). These orthogonal decompositions are highlighted at the
beginning of most works on Relativistic Fluids or Solids [24, 54, 14, 44]. We point out, how-
ever, that Souriau did not need to perform them to derive the general covariant formulation of
Relativistic Hyperelasticity [80, 82]. There are two reasons for it. First, the four-dimensional
symmetric second-order tensors ℎ and ℎ♯ are strongly related to the conformation

H = (𝑇Ψ) 𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆,

by lemma 3.1. Secondly, ℎ and ℎ♯ do not appear naturally in the derivation of a general covariant
formulation of Relativistic Hyperelasticity, contrary to the conformation H (see theorem 4.5).

Lemma 3.1. On the World tube 𝒲 , we have

(3.3) H = (𝑇Ψ)ℎ♯(𝑇Ψ)⋆, and ℎ = (𝑇Ψ)⋆H−1𝑇Ψ.

where ℎ = 𝑔 + U♭ ⊗U♭ and ℎ♯ = 𝑔−1ℎ𝑔−1.

Proof. First, since 𝑇ΨU = 0, the conformation, when restricted to the World tube 𝒲 , recasts
as

H = (𝑇Ψ)
(︁
ℎ♯ −U⊗U

)︁
(𝑇Ψ)⋆ = (𝑇Ψ)ℎ♯(𝑇Ψ)⋆.
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Then, to prove the second equality, remark that the statement is pointwise. Therefore, we can
use an orthonormal basis (𝑒𝜇) of 𝑇𝑚ℳ with 𝑒0 = U(𝑚). In this basis, ℎ𝑚 is represented by the
4 × 4 matrix (︂

0 0
0 𝐼3

)︂
,

where 𝐼3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. Now, respectively to this basis and the canonical basis of
R3, the linear map 𝑇𝑚Ψ: 𝑇𝑚ℳ → R3 is represented by the matrix(︀

0 𝑀
)︀
,

where 𝑀 is a 3 × 3 invertible matrix, and its transpose (𝑇𝑚Ψ)⋆ by the matrix(︂
0
𝑀⋆

)︂
.

Thus, we have

H(𝑚) = (𝑇𝑚Ψ) 𝑔−1
𝑚 (𝑇𝑚Ψ)⋆ =

(︀
0 𝑀

)︀(︂−1 0
0 𝐼3

)︂(︂
0
𝑀⋆

)︂
= 𝑀𝑀⋆,

and

(𝑇𝑚Ψ)⋆H(𝑚)−1𝑇𝑚Ψ =

(︂
0
𝑀⋆

)︂
𝑀−⋆𝑀−1

(︀
0 𝑀

)︀
=

(︂
0
𝐼3

)︂(︀
0 𝐼3

)︀
= ℎ𝑚.

�

The definition of a strain in (hyper)elasticity is usually obtained by comparing two metrics.
If the body ℬ is endowed with a fixed Riemannian metric 𝛾0, it can be used to define a strain
tensor in Relativistic Hyperelasticity. A first possibility [14, 58] is to introduce the pullback by
Ψ of 𝛾0, given by

(3.4) ℎ0 := Ψ*𝛾0 = (𝑇Ψ)⋆(𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)𝑇Ψ,

and called a frozen metric in [43, 44] (these authors note it ℎ rather than ℎ0). It is defined on
the World tube 𝒲 and is of signature (0,+,+,+). Conversely, given a quadratic form ℎ0 on
𝒲 with signature (0,+,+,+), the question of when it can be realized as the pullback by Ψ of
a fixed Riemannian metric 𝛾0 on the body, has been investigated by Kijowski and Magli (see
Appendix E).

A possible generalization of the Euler-Almansi strain tensor [14, 58] is then obtained as the
four-dimensional symmetric covariant tensor field,

(3.5) e :=
1

2
(ℎ− ℎ0).

Note that e = 0 for ℎ = ℎ0 and that e is degenerate since eU = 0.

Remark 3.2. As observed by Carter and Quintana [14], since the linear tangent map 𝑇Ψ plays a
role similar to that of the inverse of the tangent map F = 𝑇𝑝 in Classical Continuum Mechanics
(see remark 1.2), the frozen metric ℎ0 plays a role similar to that of the inverse, sometimes called
the finger deformation tensor, of the left Cauchy–Green tensor b := F𝛾−1

0 F⋆.

Other choices for strain tensors similar to the ones of Classical Continuum Mechanics can be
made, for instance the following ones which are simpler and probably more relevant,

(3.6) E :=
1

2

(︀
H−1 −H−1

0

)︀
or ̂︀E := −1

2
log
(︀
HH−1

0

)︀
,

where

(3.7) H0 := 𝛾−1
0 ∘ Ψ.

The first one generalizes the Green–Lagrange strain, whereas the second one generalizes the
logarithmic strain introduced by Becker [3] and Hencky [40] (see [56]). They both vanish when
H−1 = H−1

0 = 𝛾0 ∘Ψ. These strain tensors are three-dimensional second-order tensors. Like the
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conformation, they are not tensor fields on ℬ but vector valued functions defined on the World
tube 𝒲 with values in S2𝑉 .

Note that H0 is related to ℎ0 by

ℎ0 = (𝑇Ψ)⋆H0 (𝑇Ψ)

and that, by lemma 3.1 and definitions (3.4)–(3.5), E is connected to e, defined by (3.5), by

e = (𝑇Ψ)⋆ E (𝑇Ψ) on 𝒲 .

4. Lagrangian formulation

In [80, 82], Souriau has proposed a clear and detailed formulation of Hyperelasticity in the
framework of General Relativity. He called this formulation Variational Relativity (which is
the title of [80]). His approach consists in writing Lagrangians (i.e. functionals depending on
tensorial fields) and looking for critical points of them (Principle of Least, or Stationary, Action).
This formulation is inspired by Gauge Theory [9], which is the main framework of Fields Theory
and Quantum Mechanics and can also be used to formulate General Relativity using variational
principles (see Palatini’s Method [71, 28]).

The starting point is the Hilbert-Einstein functional

(4.1) ℋ (𝑔) =

∫︁
(𝑎𝑅𝑔 + 𝑏) vol𝑔,

defined formally on the set of all Lorentzian metrics on the Universe ℳ . Here, the two constants
𝑎 and 𝑏 are related to the Einstein constant 𝜅 (depending on the Newton constant 𝐺) and the
cosmological constant Λ by

𝜅 =
8𝜋𝐺

𝑐4
=

1

2𝑎
, Λ = − 𝑏

2𝑎
.

As derived first by Hilbert [42], the 𝐿2-gradient of ℋ (for Ebin’s metric [23]) is the symmetric
second order covariant tensor field

(4.2) grad ℋ = 𝑎Ric𝑔 −
1

2
(𝑎𝑅𝑔 + 𝑏)𝑔 =

1

2𝜅
(G𝑔 + Λ𝑔) ,

where Ric𝑔 is the Ricci tensor of the metric 𝑔, 𝑅𝑔 = tr(𝑔−1Ric𝑔) is the scalar curvature, and
G𝑔 is the Einstein tensor, defined by

(4.3) G𝑔 := Ric𝑔 −
1

2
𝑅𝑔 𝑔.

The critical points of ℋ are the solutions of Einstein’s equation in the vacuum (with cosmo-
logical constant)

G𝑔 + Λ𝑔 = 0.

To introduce the effects of matter in this framework, a second functional ℒ matter(𝑔,Ψ), de-
pending on the metric 𝑔 and the matter field Ψ, is added to ℋ to build a new Lagrangian

ℒ (𝑔,Ψ) = ℋ (𝑔) + ℒ matter(𝑔,Ψ).

Following Souriau [80, 82], for Relativistic continua, one assumes that the Lagrangian for perfect
matter ℒ matter(𝑔,Ψ) depends only on the 0-jet of the metric 𝑔 and of the 1-jet of the matter
field Ψ. In other words, it takes the form

(4.4) ℒ matter(𝑔,Ψ) =

∫︁
𝐿0

(︂
𝑔𝜇𝜈 ,Ψ

𝐼 ,
𝜕Ψ𝐼

𝜕𝑥𝜇

)︂
vol𝑔,

where

𝐿0 : (𝛾,𝑣, 𝜏 ) → 𝐿0(𝛾,𝑣, 𝜏 )

is a smooth scalar function which has for arguments a quadratic form 𝛾 (of signature (−,+,+,+))
on R4, a vector 𝑣 ∈ R3 and matrix 𝜏 with 3 raws and 4 columns. The function 𝐿0 is called
the Lagrangian density of the functional ℒ matter, and its evaluation on the fields (𝑔,Ψ), that
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is 𝐿0

(︁
𝑔𝜇𝜈 ,Ψ

𝐼 , 𝜕Ψ
𝐼

𝜕𝑥𝜇

)︁
, will be denoted as 𝐿0(𝑔,Ψ, 𝑇Ψ). Its evaluation at a point 𝑚 ∈ ℳ is then

noted 𝐿0(𝑔𝑚,Ψ(𝑚), 𝑇𝑚Ψ).

Remark 4.1. The Lagrangian density 𝐿0 is noted 𝑝 and called the presence in [80]. It is noted
𝜖 and called the rest frame energy density in [43]. It is noted 𝜌 or 𝜎 in [4].

In order to avoid unnecessary analytical difficulties and since, in practice, we do not require
that Lagrangian densities are integrable over the whole manifold ℳ , usually not compact,
Lagrangian densities are integrated only over relatively compact domains 𝑈 (and furthermore
contained in a local chart). Therefore, we shall write

ℒ𝑈 (𝑔,Ψ) =

∫︁
𝑈
𝐿(𝑔𝑚,Ψ(𝑚), 𝑇𝑚Ψ) vol𝑔,

to emphasize the dependence on 𝑈 . When we just want to express that a Lagrangian ℒ is
defined by the Lagrangian density 𝐿, we simply write

ℒ (𝑔,Ψ) =

∫︁
𝐿(𝑔𝑚,Ψ(𝑚), 𝑇𝑚Ψ) vol𝑔,

omitting the domain of integration.
The main postulate of General Relativity is precisely that Physical laws must be independent

of the choice of coordinates. This principle is known as General Covariance, or invariance by
coordinates change, or invariance by (local) diffeomorphisms. Let us describe this principle in

more precise terms and formulate its consequences. Let 𝜙 : 𝑈 → ̃︀𝑈 be a diffeomorphism between

two open sets 𝑈 and ̃︀𝑈 . Then, the Lagrangian ℒ is invariant by 𝜙 if

(4.5) ℒ𝑈 (𝜙*𝑔, 𝜙*Ψ) = ℒ̃︀𝑈 (𝑔,Ψ),

for every Lorentzian metrics 𝑔 on ℳ , and vector valued functions Ψ : ℳ → 𝑉 . Here, the action
of a (local) diffeomorphism 𝜙 on these field variables is defined by

𝜙*𝑔 = (𝑇𝜙)⋆ (𝑔 ∘ 𝜙)(𝑇𝜙), and 𝜙*Ψ = Ψ ∘ 𝜙.

If the invariance (4.5) holds for every local diffeomorphism 𝜙 : 𝑈 → ̃︀𝑈 , then, ℒ is said to be
general covariant.

Remark 4.2. It is well-known that the Hilbert-Einstein functional ℋ is general covariant. In-
deed,

ℋ𝑈 (𝜙*𝑔) = ℋ̃︀𝑈 (𝑔),

for every diffeomorphism 𝜙 : 𝑈 → ̃︀𝑈 , by virtue of the change of variables formula∫︁
𝑈
𝜙*𝜔 =

∫︁
̃︀𝑈 𝜔,

and because

(𝑎𝑅𝜙*𝑔 + 𝑏) vol𝜙*𝑔 = 𝜙*[(𝑎𝑅𝑔 + 𝑏) vol𝑔].

As shown by Noether [64, 47], a direct consequence of this invariance is the fundamental prop-
erty [25, 91]

div𝑔(G𝑔 + Λ𝑔) = div𝑔 G𝑔 = 0.

Lemma 4.3. If the Lagrangian

ℒ matter(𝑔,Ψ) =

∫︁
𝐿0(𝑔𝑚,Ψ(𝑚), 𝑇𝑚Ψ) vol𝑔

is general covariant, then, its Lagrangian density satisfies

(4.6) 𝐿0(A
⋆𝛾A,𝑣, 𝜏A) = 𝐿0(𝛾,𝑣, 𝜏 ), ∀A ∈ GL(4).
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Proof. Let 𝜙 : 𝑈 → ̃︀𝑈 be a diffeomorphism between two open sets 𝑈 and ̃︀𝑈 and set

𝑓(y) := 𝐿0(𝐴(y)⋆𝑔y𝐴(y),Ψ(y), 𝑇yΨ𝐴(y))

for y ∈ ̃︀𝑈 , where 𝐴(y) = 𝑇𝜙−1(y)𝜙. Then, 𝑇𝑚𝜙 = 𝐴(𝜙(𝑚)), for 𝑚 ∈ 𝑈 and

𝐿0((𝜙
*𝑔)𝑚, (𝜙

*Ψ)(𝑚), 𝑇𝑚(𝜙*Ψ)) = 𝑓(𝜙(𝑚)).

Therefore

ℒ𝑈 (𝜙*𝑔, 𝜙*Ψ) =

∫︁
𝑈
𝑓(𝜙(𝑚))𝜙*vol𝑔 =

∫︁
̃︀𝑈 𝑓(y)vol𝑔,

by the change of variable formula, and the general covariance property leads to

𝑓(y) = 𝐿0(𝐴(y)⋆𝑔y𝐴(y),Ψ(y), 𝑇yΨ𝐴(y)) = 𝐿0(𝑔y,Ψ(y), 𝑇yΨ), ∀y.
Hence, the Lagrangian density is subject to the following invariance

𝐿0(A
⋆𝛾A,𝑣, 𝜏A) = 𝐿0(𝛾,𝑣, 𝜏 ), ∀A ∈ GL(4).

�

Remark 4.4. Since the Lie derivative is the infinitesimal version of the pullback, meaning that

L𝑋 T := [𝜕𝑠𝜙(𝑠)*T]𝑠=0

for every tensor field T and every path of (local) diffeomorphisms 𝜙(𝑠) with

𝜙(0) = id, and [𝜕𝑠𝜙(𝑠)]𝑠=0 = 𝑋,

there is also an almost1 equivalent infinitesimal formulation of general covariance [64], which is
used by several authors (such as in [90]). For instance, in the present case, the general covariance
of the matter Lagrangian ℒ matter

ℒ matter
𝑈 (𝜙*𝑔, 𝜙*Ψ) = ℒ matter̃︀𝑈 (𝑔,Ψ),

for every local diffeomorphism 𝜙 : 𝑈 → ̃︀𝑈 leads to

𝛿ℒ matter
𝑈

𝛿𝑔
.L𝑋 𝑔 +

𝛿ℒ matter
𝑈

𝛿Ψ
.L𝑋 Ψ = 0.

Therefore, its Lagrangian density must satisfy (see [79])

𝜕𝐿0

𝜕𝛾
: (L𝑋 𝑔)𝑚 +

𝜕𝐿0

𝜕𝑣
· (L𝑋 Ψ)(𝑚) +

𝜕𝐿0

𝜕𝜏
: (𝑇𝑚 L𝑋 Ψ) = 0, ∀𝑚.

The following result is essential for the formulation of Relativistic Hyperelasticity and exhibits
the fundamental role played by the conformation. It must be compared to the fact that an elastic
energy in Classical Continuum Mechanics, which is objective (i.e. satisfies the material frame
indifference principle [89]) depends on the deformation 𝜙 only through the right Cauchy–Green
tensor C = 𝜙*𝑞.

Theorem 4.5 (Souriau (1958)). Suppose that the Lagrangian

ℒ matter(𝑔,Ψ) =

∫︁
𝐿0(𝑔𝑚,Ψ(𝑚), 𝑇𝑚Ψ) vol𝑔

is general covariant. Then, its Lagrangian density can be written as

𝐿0(𝑔,Ψ, 𝑇Ψ) = 𝐿(Ψ,H),

for some function 𝐿, where H = (𝑇Ψ) 𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆ is the conformation.

The proof provided below is simpler and shorter that the original one given by Souriau in [80].
The reason for it is that, in this paper, we consider only perfect matter, in which case the
conformation H is positive definite at each point 𝑚 of the World tube. This is not an hypothesis
which is made in [80].

1indeed equivalent to covariance by diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity.
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Proof. Consider a smooth Lagrangian density 𝐿0(𝛾,𝑣, 𝜏 ), where 𝛾 is a quadratic form of signa-
ture (−,+,+,+) on R4, 𝑣 ∈ R3 and 𝜏 ∈ ℒ (R4,R3) satisfies 𝜏𝜏 > 0. Suppose moreover that
this Lagrangian density satisfies the following covariance property

𝐿0(A
⋆𝛾A,𝑣, 𝜏A) = 𝐿0(𝛾,𝑣, 𝜏 ), ∀A ∈ GL(4).

First, we can find A ∈ GL(4) such that A⋆𝛾A = 𝜂, where

𝜂 =

(︂
−1 0
0 𝑞

)︂
is the canonical Lorentz inner product. Hence we get

𝐿0(𝛾,𝑣, 𝜏 ) = 𝐿0(𝜂,𝑣, 𝜏1), with 𝜏1 = 𝜏A and A⋆𝛾A = 𝜂.

Now, we introduce the following change of variables 𝜏1 ↦→ (𝑅,H), where

H = 𝜏1𝜂
−1𝜏 ⋆

1 = 𝜏𝛾−1𝜏 ⋆, 𝑅 = 𝑉 −1𝜏1,

and 𝑉 is the positive square root of the positive definite symmetric operator on (R3, 𝑞)

𝜏1𝜏1 = H𝑞 = 𝜏1𝜂
−1𝜏 ⋆

1 𝑞

with 𝑞, the canonical Euclidean metric on R3.
We can check that 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝜂−1𝑅⋆𝑞 = 𝐼3 is a condition which defines a submanifold of the

vector space of linear mappings ℒ (R4,R3), and that 𝜏1 ↦→ (𝑅,H) is a diffeomorphism from the
open set {︀

𝜏1 ∈ ℒ (R4,R3); 𝜏1𝜏1 > 0
}︀

onto the manifold {︀
𝑅 ∈ ℒ (R4,R3); 𝑅𝑅 = 𝐼3

}︀
×
{︀
H ∈ S2(R3); H > 0

}︀
.

Hence, we can find a smooth function 𝐿1(𝑣, 𝑅,H), such that

𝐿0(𝜂,𝑣, 𝜏1) = 𝐿1(𝑣, 𝑅,H),

with the property that

𝐿1(𝑣, 𝑅,H) = 𝐿0(𝜂,𝑣, 𝜏1) = 𝐿0(𝜂,𝑣, 𝜏1𝑄) = 𝐿1(𝑣, 𝑅𝑄,H),

for every Lorentz transformation 𝑄. Next, we can find a Lorentz transformation 𝑄 such that
𝑅𝑄 = 𝑅0 with

𝑅0 =
(︀
0 𝐼3

)︀
,

because 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅0𝑅0 = 𝐼3. Therefore, we get finally

𝐿0(𝛾,𝑣, 𝜏 ) = 𝐿0(𝜂,𝑣, 𝜏1) = 𝐿1(𝑣, 𝑅,H) = 𝐿1(𝑣, 𝑅0,H),

and 𝐿1(𝑣, 𝑅0,H) is a function 𝐿(𝑣,H), which depends only on 𝑣 and H = 𝜏1𝜂
−1𝜏 ⋆

1 = 𝜏𝛾−1𝜏 ⋆.
�

The following splitting of the Lagrangian density has been introduced by Souriau [80, 82] and
DeWitt [19]:

(4.7) 𝐿(Ψ,H) = 𝜌𝑟𝑐
2 + 𝐸(Ψ,H) = 𝜌𝑟𝑐

2 + 𝜌𝑟𝑒(Ψ,H),

where 𝜌𝑟 is the rest mass density, expressed as

𝜌𝑟 = 𝜌𝛾0(Ψ)
√︀

det [H(𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)],

by lemma 2.3, provided a fixed metric 𝛾0 has been given on the body ℬ and 𝜌𝛾0 = 𝜇/vol𝛾0 .
The contribution 𝜌𝑟𝑐

2 alone (𝐸 = 0) allows for the modeling of perfect (non electromagnetic)
dust. The function 𝐸 (resp. 𝑒) is the internal energy density (resp. the specific internal energy).
It is representative of perfect fluids when its dependency on H is introduced only through the
determinant det [H(𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)]. The additional dependency on Ψ and H through the energy density
𝐸 is more generally representative of Relativistic hyperelastic solids.

We conclude this section by emphasizing that the present formulation of Relativistic Hyper-
elasticity does not require the definition of a time function (which is indeed not a necessity in
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astrophysics) and the associated assumption of a foliation of the World tube 𝒲 by spacelike
hypersurfaces. All we need is to endow the body ℬ with a fixed metric 𝛾0 as in [80, 82, 14].

5. The stress–energy tensor

The stress-energy tensor, also called energy-momentum tensor can be considered as a four-
dimensional generalization of the stress tensor in Classical three-dimensional Continuum Me-
chanics. In General Relativity, it is the source of the curvature of the metric 𝑔 of the Universe.
It is usually defined as the variational derivative of a Lagrangian with respect to the metric 𝑔
[41, 42, 64, 47, 8] and, for this reason, it is thus a symmetric contravariant second-order tensor
field (or a tensor distribution defined on symmetric second-order covariant tensor fields, in more
general situations [83]).

In the present case, the Euler-Lagrange stationary equation 𝛿ℒ = 0 for the Lagrangian

ℒ (𝑔,Ψ) = ℋ (𝑔) + ℒ matter(𝑔,Ψ),

leads in particular to the equation

𝛿ℋ

𝛿𝑔
+
𝛿ℒ matter

𝛿𝑔
= 0,

when only variations of the metric 𝑔 are considered. It recasts as the Einstein field equation

(5.1) G♯
𝑔 + Λ𝑔−1 = 𝜅T,

if G♯
𝑔 = 𝑔−1G𝑔𝑔

−1 is the contravariant form of Einstein’s tensor (4.3), and

T := −2
𝛿ℒ matter

𝛿𝑔
.

is the stress-energy tensor (the source term in Einstein’s equation), which is a symmetric con-
travariant second-order tensor field on the Universe ℳ .

Remark 5.1. Because div𝑔(G♯
𝑔 + Λ𝑔−1) = 0 (see remark 4.2), the stress-energy tensor T satisfies

the conservation law
div𝑔 T = 0.

As observed by Einstein himself [26], “divT = 0, that’s mechanics”. Indeed, this equation
generalizes in 4D (and non flat Universe) the three-dimensional equilibrium equations of Classical
Continuum Mechanics. When a spacetime structure is adopted, the Cauchy stress tensor is
related to the spacelike components of T (see section 8).

The following result provides a general expression for the stress-energy tensor of T in the case
of Relativistic Hyperelasticity (see also [43]).

Theorem 5.2 (Souriau, 1958). Consider the general covariant matter Lagrangian

ℒ matter(𝑔,Ψ) =

∫︁
𝐿 vol𝑔, 𝐿 = 𝜌𝑟𝑐

2 + 𝐸,

with
𝜌𝑟 = 𝜌𝛾0(Ψ)

√︀
det [H(𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)] and 𝐸 = 𝐸(Ψ,H),

and where 𝛾0 is a fixed metric on the body ℬ. Then, its stress-energy tensor has the following
expression

(5.2) T = −2
𝛿ℒ matter

𝛿𝑔
= 𝜌𝑟𝑐

2U⊗U− S,

where

S := 𝐸 𝑔−1 − 2𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆
𝜕𝐸

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1.

is the (four-dimensional) relativistic stress tensor on 𝒲 . Moreover, we have

S ·U♭ = 𝐸U, and T ·U♭ = −𝐿U.
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Remark 5.3 (Bennoun, 1965). Since S · U♭ ̸= 0, the decomposition (5.2) is not an orthogonal
decomposition relative to U (see Appendix A). Writing 𝐸 = 𝜌𝑟𝑒, with 𝑒 = 𝑒(Ψ,H), the specific
internal energy, the stress-energy tensor naturally recasts, using its orthogonal decomposition
relative to U, as

(5.3) T = 𝐿U⊗U−Σ,

where its spatial part

(5.4) Σ := −2𝜌𝑟 𝑔
−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1,

is such that

Σ = S + 𝐸U⊗U and Σ ·U♭ = 0,

can also be interpreted as a (four-dimensional) relativistic stress tensor.

Proof. Consider the variation 𝛿𝑔ℒ matter of the Lagrangian ℒ matter with respect to the metric
𝑔. Then, we have

𝛿𝑔ℒ
matter =

∫︁
(𝛿𝑔𝐿) vol𝑔 + 𝐿𝛿𝑔vol𝑔,

with

𝛿𝑔𝐿 = tr

(︂
𝜕𝐿

𝜕H
𝛿𝑔H

)︂
and 𝛿𝑔vol𝑔 =

1

2
tr(𝑔−1𝛿𝑔)vol𝑔.

But

𝛿𝑔H = −(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1𝛿𝑔 𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆,

and hence

𝛿𝑔𝐿 = − tr

(︂
𝜕𝐿

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1𝛿𝑔 𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

)︂
= − tr

(︂
𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝐿

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1𝛿𝑔

)︂
.

We get thus

𝛿𝑔ℒ
matter = −

∫︁
tr

[︂(︂
𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝐿

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1 − 1

2
𝐿𝑔−1

)︂
𝛿𝑔

]︂
vol𝑔,

and therefore

T = 2𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆
𝜕𝐿

𝜕H
𝑇Ψ𝑔−1 − 𝐿𝑔−1.

Now, we have
𝜕𝜌𝑟
𝜕H

=
1

2
𝜌𝑟 H

−1,

and thus

T = 𝜌𝑟𝑐
2 𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆H−1(𝑇Ψ) 𝑔−1 + 2𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝐸

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1 − 𝜌𝑟𝑐

2 𝑔−1 − 𝐸 𝑔−1

= 𝜌𝑟𝑐
2
[︀
𝑔−1ℎ𝑔−1 − 𝑔−1

]︀
+ 2𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝐸

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1 − 𝐸 𝑔−1

= 𝜌𝑟𝑐
2U⊗U + 2𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝐸

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1 − 𝐸 𝑔−1,

where the second equality is gained by lemma 3.1, and the third one by (3.1). Finally, since

𝑇Ψ.U = 0 and U is a unit timelike vector field, we get S ·U♭ = 𝐸U, and T ·U♭ = −𝐿U. �

Example 5.4 (Relativistic perfect fluid). The stress-energy tensor of a Relativistic perfect fluid,

T = (𝐿+ 𝑃 )U⊗U + 𝑃 𝑔−1, 𝐿 = 𝜌𝑟𝑐
2 + 𝐸,

corresponds to an internal energy density of the form 𝐸 = 𝜌𝑟𝑒(𝜌𝑟), where 𝑃 = 𝜌2𝑟𝑒
′(𝜌𝑟) is the

pressure. Indeed, in that case, we have

𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
= 𝑒′(𝜌𝑟)

𝜕𝜌𝑟
𝜕H

with
𝜕𝜌𝑟
𝜕H

=
1

2
𝜌𝑟 H

−1,
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and thus, by lemma 3.1, we get

(𝑇Ψ)⋆
𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ) =

1

2
𝜌𝑟𝑒

′(𝜌𝑟)(𝑇Ψ)⋆H−1(𝑇Ψ) =
1

2
𝜌𝑟𝑒

′(𝜌𝑟)ℎ.

Therefore

Σ = −2𝜌𝑟 𝑔
−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1 = −𝜌2𝑟𝑒′(𝜌𝑟) 𝑔−1ℎ𝑔−1 = −𝑃 (𝑔−1 + U⊗U),

where we have set 𝑃 := 𝜌2𝑟𝑒
′(𝜌𝑟), and we get

S = Σ− 𝐸U⊗U = −(𝐸 + 𝑃 )U⊗U− 𝑃 𝑔−1.

The corresponding stress–energy tensor is thus given by

T = 𝜌𝑟𝑐
2U⊗U− S = 𝐿U⊗U−Σ = (𝜌𝑟𝑐

2 + 𝐸 + 𝑃 )U⊗U + 𝑃 𝑔−1.

Even if the full theory is four-dimensional, the orthogonal decomposition (5.3) of T relative
to U, and the definition (5.4) (i.e., the Relativistic Hyperelasticity law) naturally introduce a
three-dimensional symmetric stress tensor, either covariant,

(5.5) s := −2
𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
,

or, contravariant,

HsH = 2
𝜕𝑒

𝜕H−1
,

since the conformation is invertible (and contravariant). The stress tensors s and HsH are
generalizations of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor (expressed on a reference configura-
tion Ω0 of Classical Continuum Mechanics) or more precisely here of the Rougée stress tensor
[75, 77] (defined on the body ℬ, see Appendix G). These constitutive equations are the three-
dimensional Relativistic Hyperelasticity laws. They do not depend on the further assumption
of a foliation of the World tube 𝒲 , nor on the consideration of a spacetime.

The underlying question [27, 10] is then how to properly import in General Relativity existing
Classical Continuum Mechanics constitutive laws formulated on the body ℬ [77, 45] (or a
reference configuration Ω0). Indeed, many three-dimensional expressions of energy densities

(5.6) 𝑤 = 𝑤(̂︀𝛾), ̂︀𝛾 := 𝛾−1
0 𝛾, on ℬ

(︁
i.e., 𝑤 = 𝑤(̂︀C), ̂︀C := 𝑞−1C, when ℬ ≡ Ω0

)︁
,

are available in the Classical Continuum Mechanics literature [61, 37, 69, 2, 85, 33]. They
are local function of the mixed tensor ̂︀𝛾 = 𝛾−1

0 𝛾, defined using the reference metric 𝛾0 on ℬ

(equivalently, of the mixed right Cauchy–Green tensor ̂︀C on Ω0), meaning that

𝑤(X) = 𝑤 (̂︀𝛾(X)) , X ∈ ℬ.

The use of such energy densities is then straightforward in the Relativistic framework, if one
sets (using definition (3.7))

(5.7) 𝑒(Ψ,H) = 𝑤
(︀
(𝛾−1

0 ∘ Ψ
)︀
H−1) = 𝑤

(︀
H0H

−1
)︀
.

Using (5.7), we get

(5.8) s = −2
𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
= 2H−1H0

𝜕𝑤

𝜕̂︀𝛾H−1, HsH = 2H0
𝜕𝑤

𝜕̂︀𝛾 ,
so that the stress-energy tensor T and the four-dimensional stress Σ recast finally as

(5.9) T = 𝐿U⊗U−Σ, Σ = 𝜌𝑟 𝑔
−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆ s (𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1.

We refer to Appendix G for the full link —which needs the consideration of a spacetime— with
stresses on the body ℬ.
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6. Universe’s foliation by spacelike hypersurfaces

There is no Mechanics without the proper definition of time and space. To introduce these
concepts in General Relativity, one usually starts by introducing a smooth submersion (a time
function) 𝑡 on the Universe ℳ with a timelike gradient everywhere. Then, spacelike hypersur-
faces are defined as

(6.1) ℰ𝑡 :=
{︀
𝑚 ∈ ℳ ; 𝑡(𝑚) = 𝑡

}︀
,

and one expects the Universe to be foliated by these hypersurfaces [54, 35]. The problem is
that, in general, a global foliation of the Universe might not exist (see [35, Chapter 4]). Anyway,
if such a foliation exists or is given, one will say that the Universe has been endowed with a
spacetime structure or a (3 + 1)-structure as defined in [15, 52, 30, 53, 31, 1, 92, 35].

Fortunately, for our concerns, we do not have to address this problem globally. In the present
paper, we will simply admit that such a foliation exists on a local chart which contains the
body World tube 𝒲 , or a part of it. Indeed, in Mechanical Engineering, the spacetime domain
occupied by a continuous medium/a structure, embedded for example in a laboratory, a building,
a city, a country, a domain of space . . . can be considered as included into such a local chart.

Moreover, since the presence of the studied matter in the laboratory does not affect (much)
the Universe metric 𝑔 compared to the one of Earth (passive matter assumption), we can choose,
among the numerous spacetimes encountered in General Relativity and available in [39, 60, 62],
those describing solutions of Einstein equations in the vacuum. These spacetimes are usually
described using a coordinate system (𝑥𝜇), for which the time function is chosen as

𝑡 =
𝑥0

𝑐
,

and we then define Ω𝑡 as the intersection of the World tube 𝒲 with the spacelike hypersurface
ℰ𝑡,

Ω𝑡 := 𝒲 ∩ ℰ𝑡 = 𝒲 ∩
{︀
𝑥0 = 𝑐𝑡

}︀
.

The three-dimensional hypersurfaces Ω𝑡 of the Universe play the same role as the configurations,
parameterized by time 𝑡, of Classical Continuum Mechanics [89, 65, 66, 55, 6, 84, 29], with the
difference that the later are embedded in the three-dimensional Euclidean space ℰ , not in the
four-dimensional Universe ℳ . This construction is illustrated in Figure 2, where a second time,
𝑡0, and the associated hypersurface Ω𝑡0 (a possible reference configuration) are represented.
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<latexit sha1_base64="1mpjBskj1TQrwLu1Exrot84BT/I=">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</latexit>

 t0

<latexit sha1_base64="FOdADZa1g8jedwBFH+H4jFWIgfc=">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</latexit>

x0 = ct

<latexit sha1_base64="lGJOQPeWeF1eU1OyDPnnUcAAoRY=">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</latexit>

x1, x2, x3

<latexit sha1_base64="cjzkor2RaHlA7to1AJmiajIZ7Z0=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2. The foliation of the World tube 𝒲 by spacelike hypersurfaces Ω𝑡.
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The canonical embedding of these submanifolds into the Universe ℳ is noted 𝑗𝑡 : Ω𝑡 → ℳ
(rather than 𝜃 as in [39, Chapter 7]). Then, for each 𝑡, the pullback of the matter field Ψ by 𝑗𝑡,

Ψ𝑡 := 𝑗*𝑡 Ψ = Ψ ∘ 𝑗𝑡 : Ω𝑡 → 𝑉,

is just the restriction of Ψ to Ω𝑡, and we have Ψ𝑡(Ω𝑡) = ℬ.

Remark 6.1. We have not made, so far, the assumption that Ψ𝑡 is a diffeomorphism. However,
the tangent map

𝑇xΨ𝑡 : 𝑇xΩ𝑡 → 𝑇Ψ𝑡(x)ℬ

is an isomorphism for each x ∈ Ω𝑡 and each 𝑡, since we have assumed that Ψ is a submersion.
We shall denote the inverse mapping of 𝑇Ψ𝑡 by F(𝑡) and omit, when not necessary, the explicit
dependence on time and write simply F = (𝑇Ψ𝑡)

−1. If we make, furthermore, the stronger
hypothesis that Ψ𝑡 is a diffeomorphism we can set

𝑝(𝑡) = Ψ−1
𝑡 : ℬ → Ω𝑡,

and then F = 𝑇𝑝.

The unit normal to the spacelike hypersurfaces Ω𝑡, proportional to the gradient of the time
function 𝑡, is denoted by the quadrivector N. We have two opposite choices to define such a
unit vector and we define N as [35]

(6.2) N := − grad 𝑡√︁
−
⃦⃦

grad 𝑡
⃦⃦2 ,

where the gradient and the norm are relative to the metric 𝑔. The minus sign is chosen so that
the quadrivector N is future-oriented, meaning that the value of 𝑡 increases along the flow curves
of N. Note that, at each point 𝑚 ∈ ℳ where the spacetime structure is defined, we have the
orthogonal decomposition

𝑇𝑚ℳ = ⟨N(𝑚)⟩ ⊕N(𝑚)⊥,

where, for each 𝑚 ∈ Ω𝑡, the orthogonal subspace N(𝑚)⊥ = 𝑇𝑚Ω𝑡 coincides with the tangent
space at 𝑚 to the spacelike hypersurface Ω𝑡.

An important special case, and the only one used in this paper for our description of Rel-
ativistic Continuum Mechanics of solids, is the one of a static spacetime. Such a spacetime is
induced by a static metric, i.e., a metric 𝑔 for which there exists a timelike Killing vector field
𝑋 (i.e. L𝑋 𝑔 = 0), which is moreover the gradient of a time function 𝑡. There exists then a
coordinate system (𝑥𝜇), with 𝑥0 = 𝑐𝑡 the time coordinate, for which

𝜕𝑔𝜇𝜈
𝜕𝑥0

= 0 and 𝑔0𝑖 = 0.

In that case, we get

grad 𝑡 =
1

𝑐
𝑔00𝜕𝑥0 ,

and the unit normal N is written as

N =
√︀
−𝑔00𝜕𝑥0 .

Examples of static spacetimes are the Minkowski and the Schwarzschild [78] spacetimes.

7. Matter field in a spacetime – Generalized Lorentz factor

Perfect matter in the Universe ℳ is represented by a matter field Ψ. This field generates a
timelike quadrivector P on the World tube 𝒲 , as introduced in section 1, and a unit timelike
quadrivector U = P/𝜌𝑟. Therefore, if a spacetime structure is introduced on the Universe as it
has been explained in section 6, we get a second unit timelike quadrivector N, normal to the
hypersurfaces Ω𝑡, and in general not collinear to U. By changing the sign of the time function 𝑡
if necessary, we can assume, anyway, that both U and N define the same time orientation. This
is characterized by the condition

⟨U,N⟩𝑔 < 0.
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Thus, the quadrivector U can be written uniquely using the orthogonal decomposition

U = U𝑁 + U⊤,

where U𝑁 = −⟨U,N⟩𝑔 N is the normal component of U and U⊤ is the tangential component
to Ω𝑡. Introducing the function (see for instance [34])

(7.1) 𝛾 := −⟨U,N⟩𝑔,
one can write thus,

(7.2) U𝑁 = 𝛾N, and U⊤ =
𝛾

𝑐
𝑢,

where 𝑐 is the light speed, and 𝑢 ∈ N⊥ = 𝑇Ω𝑡.

Remark 7.1. Since we deal with a foliation by hypersurfaces Ω𝑡, rather than just one hypersur-
face, the tangential component U⊤ of a vector field U defined on ℳ (or an open subset of ℳ )
can be simultaneously interpreted as a vector field defined on ℳ but tangential to Ω𝑡 at each
point 𝑚, or as a (time-dependent) vector field on Ω𝑡 (when restricted to Ω𝑡). In our notations,
we do not distinguish between these two interpretations.

The orthogonal decomposition 𝛾N+ 𝛾
𝑐𝑢 of U and the relation 𝑇Ψ.U = 0 deduced from (1.2)

allow to express the three-dimensional velocity 𝑢 on Ω𝑡, as

(7.3) 𝑢 = −𝑐F𝑇Ψ.N, F−1 := 𝑇Ψ𝑡,

where F : 𝑇ℬ → 𝑇Ω𝑡 is defined as the inverse of 𝑇Ψ𝑡, the restriction of 𝑇Ψ to 𝑇Ω𝑡, which is
an invertible linear mapping (remark 6.1). In section 10, the expression (7.3) will allow us to
interpret the Galilean limit of 𝑢 as the three-dimensional Eulerian velocity on Ω𝑡.

Using the fact that ‖U‖2𝑔 = −1, one gets furthermore that

𝛾 =
1√︃

1 −
‖𝑢‖2𝑔
𝑐2

,

and 𝛾 ≥ 1 since 𝑢 is spacelike. This function plays a fundamental role in General Relativity
and its notation is not accidental. In the special case of the Minkowski spacetime, where 𝑔 = 𝜂
is the Minkowski metric, one recovers the traditional Lorentz factor

𝛾 =
1√︁

1 − 𝑢2

𝑐2

,

where 𝑢2 := ‖𝑢‖2𝑞 is the square Euclidean norm of 𝑢. For this reason, we shall call 𝛾 = −⟨U,N⟩𝑔
the generalized Lorentz factor.

Remark 7.2 (Rest frame and observers). The concept of rest frame is well-defined for a particle
in Special Relativity. Its definition for distributed matter in general Relativity is much less
clear. In this paper, we will adopt the following definition. Given a matter field Ψ, a rest frame
will be defined as a spacetime in which U = N, i.e., as a spacetime in which the generalized
Lorentz factor is 𝛾 = 1. For such a spacetime, we will get of course 𝑢 = 0 and the particles
can be considered at rest in it. The corresponding time coordinate will thus be interpreted as
the proper time 𝜏 . More generally and heuristically, we can interpret U as “inducing a splitting
of the tangent bundle 𝑇𝒲 for matter” and N as “inducing an integrable splitting or (3+1)
spacetime for an observer”. The Lorentz factor 𝛾 = −⟨U,N⟩𝑔 is then the “angle” between these
two timelike directions.

Finally, the normal component of the current of matter P = 𝜌𝑟U (definition (1.3)) is then
simply

P𝑁 = 𝛾𝜌𝑟 N = 𝜌N,
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where N is the unit timelike normal to the hypersurfaces Ω𝑡. The function

(7.4) 𝜌 := 𝛾𝜌𝑟,

defined on the World tube 𝒲 , is interpreted as the relativistic mass density. A geometric
interpretation of the restriction of 𝜌 to Ω𝑡 is provided in Appendix D.

8. Relativistic stress tensors and constitutive laws in a spacetime

We assume here that the World tube 𝒲 is foliated by three-dimensional hypersurfaces Ω𝑡,
with unit timelike normal N. Then, it is possible to use the orthogonal decomposition of
each tangent space relative to N to split each tensor field accordingly. These splittings are
referred to as (3+1)-decompositions in the General Relativity literature [1, 92, 35]. Explicit
formulas for second-order tensors are provided in Appendix A. We follow here the calculations
of Souriau [80, 82] for the flat Minkowski spacetime and extend them to any spacetime, thanks
to this (3+1)-decomposition. These calculations generalize the ones given for relativistic fluids
in [35] to relativistic solids. In particular, the orthogonal decomposition of the stress-energy
tensor allows us to introduce relativistic generalizations of the Cauchy stress tensor as 3D
tensors and to recast the 4D Relativistic Hyperelasticity law (theorem 5.2) as a three-dimensional
constitutive equation, relating these 3D stress tensors to the conformation H.

The orthogonal decompositions of 𝑔 and 𝑔−1, relative to the unit timelike vector N (instead
of U as in section 3) are

(8.1) 𝑔 = 𝑔3𝐷 −N♭ ⊗N♭, 𝑔−1 = (𝑔3𝐷)♯ −N⊗N, 𝑔3𝐷N = 0,

where the degenerate quadratic form 𝑔3𝐷 and (𝑔3𝐷)♯ = 𝑔−1𝑔3𝐷𝑔−1 are of signature (0,+,+,+),
by lemma A.2. This decomposition allows, in particular, to recast the conformation as

H = 𝑇Ψ 𝑔−1 (𝑇Ψ)⋆ = 𝑇Ψ((𝑔3𝐷)♯ −N⊗N)(𝑇Ψ)⋆,

with

𝑇Ψ(N⊗N)(𝑇Ψ)⋆ = 𝑇Ψ

(︂
1

𝛾
U− 1

𝑐
𝑢

)︂
⊗
(︂

1

𝛾
U− 1

𝑐
𝑢

)︂
(𝑇Ψ)⋆ = F−1

(︂
1

𝑐2
𝑢⊗ 𝑢

)︂
F−⋆,

since 𝑇Ψ.U = 0, and thus

(8.2) H = F−1

(︂
(𝑔3𝐷)♯ − 1

𝑐2
𝑢⊗ 𝑢

)︂
F−⋆.

When applied to the stress-energy tensor T, the orthogonal decomposition (A.2) leads to

(8.3) T = 𝐸totN⊗N +
1

𝑐
(N⊗ 𝑝 + 𝑝⊗N) + t,

and allows to define the physical components of T in the considered spacetime:

∙ 𝐸tot is the total energy density,
∙ 𝑝 is the momentum density vector field,
∙ and the spatial part t of T is related to the stress field.

The question asked by Souriau is then: How are these quantities related to a three-dimensional
relativistic generalization of the Cauchy stress tensor 𝜎? As shown below, the answer depends
on the choice of the decomposition of the stress-energy tensor (see theorem 5.2 and remark 5.3).
Indeed, we have seen that there are two possible splittings of it:

(1) T = 𝜌𝑟𝑐
2U⊗U− S (considered by Souriau [80, 82] and Synge [86]),

(2) or, T = 𝐿U⊗U−Σ (considered by Eckart [24] and Bennoun [5]).

The orthogonal decompositions (relative to N) of the two four-dimensional stresses S and Σ
interestingly give rise to two possible ways to define a three-dimensional stress tensor 𝜎:

(1) either as the spatial part of S,
(2) or, as the spatial part of Σ.
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First choice: 𝜎𝜎𝜎 is defined as the spatial part of S. Using the fact that S · U♭ = 𝐸U
by theorem 5.2 with U♭ = 𝛾N♭ + 𝛾𝑢♭/𝑐 by (7.2), the orthogonal decomposition of S can be
expressed as

(8.4) S = 𝛼N⊗N + N⊗ 𝑎 + 𝑎⊗N + 𝜎,

where the spatial part of S has been set equal to 𝜎, and

𝑎 =
1

𝑐

(︁
𝜎 · 𝑢♭ − 𝐸𝑢

)︁
, and 𝛼 =

1

𝑐2
𝑢♭ · 𝜎 · 𝑢♭ − 𝐸

(︃
1 +

‖𝑢‖2
𝑐2

)︃
.

The associated orthogonal decomposition of the stress-energy tensor T = 𝜌𝑟𝑐
2U⊗U−S is then⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

𝐸tot = 𝛾𝜌𝑐2 + 𝐸
(︁

1 + 1
𝑐2
‖𝑢‖2

)︁
− 1

𝑐2
𝑢♭ · 𝜎 · 𝑢♭,

𝑝 = (𝛾𝜌𝑐2 + 𝐸)𝑢− 𝜎 · 𝑢♭,

t = 𝛾𝜌𝑢⊗ 𝑢− 𝜎,

where 𝜌 = 𝛾𝜌𝑟 is the relativistic mass density. The three-dimensional stress tensor 𝜎, defined
as the spatial part of

(8.5) S = −2𝜌𝑟 𝑔
−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1 − 𝐸U⊗U,

is thus

(8.6) 𝜎 = −2

𝛾
𝜌 (𝑔3𝐷)♯F−⋆ 𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
F−1(𝑔3𝐷)♯ − 𝛾2𝐸

𝑐2
𝑢⊗ 𝑢.

The later equation can be interpreted as a three-dimensional Hyperelasticity law. Introducing
the generalized second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor (5.5), we get

𝜎 =
1

𝛾
𝜌 (𝑔3𝐷)♯F−⋆ sF−1(𝑔3𝐷)♯ − 𝛾2𝐸

𝑐2
𝑢⊗ 𝑢, s = −2

𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
.

Second choice: 𝜎𝜎𝜎 is defined as the spatial part of ΣΣΣ. Using this time the fact that
Σ ·U♭ = 0 by remark 5.3, we get the orthogonal decomposition

(8.7) Σ =
1

𝑐2
(𝑢♭ · 𝜎 · 𝑢♭)N⊗N +

1

𝑐

(︁
N⊗ (𝜎 · 𝑢♭) + (𝜎 · 𝑢♭) ⊗N

)︁
+ 𝜎,

where the spatial part of Σ has been set equal to 𝜎. The associated orthogonal decomposition
of the stress-energy tensor T = 𝐿U⊗U−Σ, with 𝐿 = 𝜌𝑟𝑐

2 + 𝐸, is now⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
𝐸tot = 𝛾2𝐿− 1

𝑐2
𝑢♭ · 𝜎 · 𝑢♭,

𝑝 = 𝛾2𝐿𝑢− 𝜎 · 𝑢♭,

t = 𝛾2

𝑐2
𝐿𝑢⊗ 𝑢− 𝜎,

where, using 𝛾2 = 1 + 𝛾2

𝑐2
‖𝑢‖2,

𝛾2𝐿 = 𝛾𝜌𝑐2 + 𝐸
(︁

1 +
𝛾2

𝑐2
‖𝑢‖2

)︁
.

The three-dimensional stress tensor 𝜎, defined as the spatial part of

(8.8) Σ = −2𝜌𝑟 𝑔
−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆

𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
(𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1.

is then

(8.9) 𝜎 := −2

𝛾
𝜌 (𝑔3𝐷)♯F−⋆ 𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
F−1(𝑔3𝐷)♯,

a relation which can be interpreted as a three-dimensional Hyperelasticity law. Introducing (5.5),
we end up with

(8.10) 𝜎 :=
1

𝛾
𝜌 (𝑔3𝐷)♯F−⋆ sF−1(𝑔3𝐷)♯, s = −2

𝜕𝑒

𝜕H
.
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Conversely, once the three-dimensional generalized Cauchy stress tensor 𝜎 is given (through
a three-dimensional Hyperelasticity law), the four-dimensional stress tensors S and Σ are then
fully determined, either by (8.4) or by (8.7). Even if the full theory is four-dimensional, the Rel-
ativistic Hyperelasticity laws are three-dimensional. Finally, observe also that the difference be-
tween (8.6) and (8.9) is purely relativistic: both of them converge to the same three-dimensional
stress tensor 𝜎 at the Galilean limit 𝑐→ 0 if one assumes lim𝑐→∞(𝐸/𝑐2) = 0.

Remark 8.1. The three-dimensional stress tensor,

𝜏 :=
𝜎

𝜌𝑟
= 𝛾

𝜎

𝜌
, such as 𝜏 = (𝑔3𝐷)♯F−⋆ sF−1(𝑔3𝐷)♯,

is a first Relativistic generalization of the Kirchhoff stress tensor 𝜎/𝜌 of Classical Continuum
Mechanics (see Appendix G for a second generalization relative to the Schwarzschild spacetime).

9. Relativistic Hyperelasticity in Schwarzschild spacetime

In [80, 81, 82], Souriau has provided a full description of Relativistic Hyperelasticity in the
Minkowski spacetime, making implicitly the passive matter hypothesis, meaning that the matter
field Ψ under study is negligible as a source of the gravitation field. Minkowski spacetime is a
flat static spacetime, with no gravitational source, which is described in some coordinate system
(𝑥0 = 𝑐𝑡, 𝑥𝑖) by the constant metric

𝜂 = −(𝑑𝑥0)2 + 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑑𝑥
𝑖𝑑𝑥𝑗 .

Of course, this situation is not fully realistic. However, due to the fact that for any point 𝑚0 of
the Universe, it is always possible to find a chart around 𝑚0 in which the Christoffel symbols
vanish at 𝑚0, we can assume that the Christoffel symbols are almost zero around this point.
This situation exactly corresponds to a free fall (like inside an orbital station), it approximately
corresponds to mechanical situations on Earth surface for which gravity can be neglected or not
taken into account.

Our goal here is to extend Souriau’s results on Relativistic Hyperelasticity by taking into
account gravity. These results will be used in the next section to formulate classical Galilean
Hyperelasticity with gravity (or Newton–Cartan theory of Continuum Mechanics [11, 12, 13]).
To do so, rather than using the Minkowski spacetime, we shall assume here that the continuous
medium/the structure considered is embedded in the Schwarzschild spacetime [78, 60, 62] (see
Appendix B). Therefore, we neglect the influence of the matter under study (passive matter
hypothesis) as a source of the gravity field. The exterior Schwarzschild metric is a static solution
𝑔 of Einstein equation G𝑔 = 0 in the vacuum (with vanishing cosmological constant Λ = 0).
It is representative of the gravity field around a spherical and nonrotating planet (or a star or
a black hole) of mass 𝑀 and radius 𝑟0, such as the Earth. In this model, the rotation of the
celestial body as a potential source of the gravitation field has been neglected. An alternative
would have been to choose the Kerr metric [62] rather than the Schwarzschild metric, another
possible choice which we did not make. A practical consequence of this choice is that the frame
deduced from the coordinate system in which is described the Schwarzschild metric corresponds
to one pointing at fixed stars (the Earth is assumed to be nonrotating).

In the so-called Cartesian isotropic coordinates (see Appendix B), the Schwarzschild metric
has for expression

𝑔 = −
(︂
𝑟 − 𝑟s
𝑟 + 𝑟s

)︂2

𝑐2d𝑡2 +
(︁

1 +
𝑟s
𝑟

)︁4
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑥

𝑖𝑥𝑗 , 𝑟 :=
√︁
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗 ,

with 𝑟 = 0 at the center of the planet and 𝑟 ≈ 𝑟0 on its surface. The reduced Schwarzschild
radius

𝑟s =
1

4
𝑟s =

𝐺𝑀

2𝑐2

depends on the gravitational constant 𝐺, the mass 𝑀 of the celestial body, and the light speed
𝑐. It is much smaller than the radius 𝑟0 of the planet [60] (𝑟s ≈ 2 mm for the Earth).
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Introducing the lapse function [1]

𝒩 :=
1√︁

−‖grad𝑔 𝑥0‖2
=

1√︀
−𝑔00

=
√−𝑔00 =

1 − 𝑟s/𝑟

1 + 𝑟s/𝑟
,

the metric can be written as

(9.1) 𝑔 = −𝒩 2𝑐2d𝑡2 + 𝑔3𝐷,

where 𝑔3𝐷 is the spatial (conformal) metric,

(9.2) 𝑔3𝐷 = 𝑘𝑞, 𝑘 =
(︁

1 +
𝑟s
𝑟

)︁4
𝑞 = 𝛿𝑖𝑗d𝑥

𝑖d𝑥𝑗 .

The unit normal N, defined by (6.2), to the three-dimensional spatial hypersurfaces Ω𝑡 is simply

(9.3) N =
1

𝒩
𝜕𝑥0 =

1

𝑐𝒩
𝜕𝑡.

Remark 9.1. The flat Minkowski spacetime (Special Relativity) is simply the limiting massless
case 𝑀 = 0 and thus 𝑟s = 𝑟s = 0. It is a special case of this more general framework.

The Schwarzschild metric is not flat. The non-vanishing symmetric Christoffel symbols, in
the Cartesian isotropic coordinate systems (𝑥𝜇) and (𝑡, 𝑥𝑖), can easily be recovered using the
usual formula (C.3) since 𝑔3𝐷 = 𝑘(𝑟)𝑞 is conformal (see also [62]). They are written as

Γ𝑡
𝑡𝑖 = Γ0

0𝑖 = (d ln 𝒩 )𝑖 = 2
𝑟s
𝑟2

1

(1 − 𝑟2s /𝑟
2)
𝛿𝑖𝑘
𝑥𝑘

𝑟
,

Γ𝑖
𝑡𝑡 = 𝑐2Γ𝑖

00 = 𝑐2
𝒩

𝑘
(grad 𝒩 )𝑖 = 2𝑐2

𝑟s
𝑟2

(1 − 𝑟s/𝑟)

(1 + 𝑟s/𝑟)7
𝑥𝑖

𝑟
,

Γ𝑖
𝑗𝑗 = −1

2
(grad ln 𝑘)𝑖 = 2

𝑟s
𝑟2

1

(1 + 𝑟s/𝑟)

𝑥𝑖

𝑟
, for 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗,

Γ𝑗
𝑗𝑖 =

1

2
(d ln 𝑘)𝑖 = −2

𝑟s
𝑟2

1

(1 + 𝑟s/𝑟)
𝛿𝑖𝑘
𝑥𝑘

𝑟
, for 𝑖 = 𝑗 and 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗.

(9.4)

with no sum on 𝑗, and where, for a function 𝑓 , grad 𝑓 = 𝑞−1d𝑓 is the gradient relative to the
Euclidean metric 𝑞 = (𝛿𝑖𝑗). The related divergence operators are detailed in Appendix C.

In the following, we particularize the relations established in section 8 for the special case of
the Schwarzschild spacetime when expressed in Cartesian isotropic coordinates.

∙ The three-dimensional velocity 𝑢 defined by (7.3) is then given by

(9.5) 𝑢 = − 1

𝒩
F
𝜕Ψ

𝜕𝑡
,

where F = 𝑇Ψ−1
𝑡 was introduced in (7.3).

∙ The generalized Lorentz factor (7.1) has then for expression

(9.6) 𝛾 =
1√︁

1 − 𝑘𝑢2

𝑐2

,

where 𝑢2 := ‖𝑢‖2𝑞 is the Euclidean squared norm and 𝑘 =
(︀
1 + 𝑟s

𝑟

)︀4
.

∙ The conformation (8.2) reduces to

(9.7) H = F−1

(︂
1

𝑘
𝑞−1 − 1

𝑐2
𝑢⊗ 𝑢

)︂
F−⋆.

∙ For the two choices of a three-dimensional stress 𝜎 introduced in section 8, where 𝜌 = 𝛾𝜌𝑟
is the relativistic mass density, we get, in the coordinate system (𝑡, 𝑥𝑖),

(9.8) T =

⎛⎜⎝ 1

𝑐2𝒩 2
𝐸tot

1

𝑐2𝒩
𝑝⋆

1

𝑐2𝒩
𝑝 s

⎞⎟⎠
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(1) When the stress tensor 𝜎 is defined as the spatial part of S:

(9.9)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝐸tot = 𝛾𝜌𝑐2 + 𝐸

(︁
1 + 𝑘𝑢2

𝑐2

)︁
− 1

𝑐2
𝑢♭ · 𝜎 · 𝑢♭,

𝑝 = (𝛾𝜌𝑐2 + 𝐸)𝑢− 𝜎 · 𝑢♭,

t = 𝛾𝜌𝑢⊗ 𝑢− 𝜎,

𝜎 = − 2
𝛾𝑘2

𝜌 𝑞−1F−⋆ 𝜕𝑒
𝜕HF−1𝑞−1 − 𝛾2𝐸

𝑐2
𝑢⊗ 𝑢.

(2) When the stress tensor 𝜎 is defined as the spatial part of Σ:

(9.10)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

𝐸tot = 𝛾𝜌𝑐2 + 𝐸
(︁

1 + 𝑘𝛾2𝑢
2

𝑐2

)︁
− 1

𝑐2
𝑢♭ · 𝜎 · 𝑢♭,

𝑝 =
(︁
𝛾𝜌𝑐2 + 𝐸

(︁
1 + 𝑘𝛾2𝑢

2

𝑐2

)︁)︁
𝑢− 𝜎 · 𝑢♭,

t =
(︁
𝛾𝜌+ 1

𝑐2
𝐸
(︁

1 + 𝑘𝛾2𝑢
2

𝑐2

)︁)︁
𝑢⊗ 𝑢− 𝜎,

𝜎 = − 2
𝛾𝑘2

𝜌 𝑞−1F−⋆ 𝜕𝑒
𝜕HF−1𝑞−1.

Remark 9.2. The above expressions generalize Souriau’s 1958–1964 results when gravity is taken
into account. Note that in (9.9), in the special case 𝑘 = 1 (Special Relativity), there is a
contribution 𝐸𝑢2/𝑐2 in the expression of 𝐸tot. This term is however missing in [80, p. 153] but
this typo was corrected in [82, p. 376].

The full description of Relativistic Hyperelasticity must be completed by writing balance laws
for the four-momentum quadrivector and the stress-energy tensor. They are written as

div𝑔 P = 0,(9.11)

div𝑔 T = 0,(9.12)

where P is the current of matter and T is the stress-energy tensor. Using explicit formulas for
these divergence operators provided in Appendix C, where we use here the Cartesian isotropic
coordinates system (𝑡, 𝑥𝑖), we obtain the following equations.

∙ The conservation law (9.11) for the current of matter

(9.13) P = 𝜌𝑟U =
𝜌

𝑐𝒩
𝜕𝑡 +

1

𝑐
𝜌𝑢,

leads (after multiplication by 𝑐) and according to (C.4), to

(9.14) div𝑔 𝑐P =
1

𝒩

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
(𝜌𝑢𝑖) + (Γ𝑗

𝑗𝑖 + Γ𝑡
𝑡𝑖)𝜌𝑢

𝑖 = 0,

or, in a more intrinsic form

div𝑔 𝑐P =
1

𝒩

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ div𝑔3𝐷(𝜌𝑢) + 𝜌𝑢 · d ln 𝒩 = 0.

∙ The conservation law (9.12) for the stress-energy tensor T, expressed in components by (9.8),
has for time component, according to (C.5)

(9.15) (div𝑔 T)𝑡 =
1

𝑐2𝒩 2

𝜕𝐸tot

𝜕𝑡
+

1

𝑐2𝒩

𝜕𝑝𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+

(︂
Γ𝑗
𝑗𝑖 + 3Γ𝑡

𝑡𝑖 −
𝜕ln 𝒩

𝜕𝑥𝑖

)︂
𝑝𝑖

𝑐2𝒩
= 0,

or, in a more intrinsic form

(div𝑔 T)𝑡 =
1

𝑐2𝒩 2

𝜕𝐸tot

𝜕𝑡
+

1

𝑐2𝒩
div𝑔3𝐷 𝑝 + 2

𝑝

𝑐2𝒩
· d ln 𝒩 = 0,

and for spatial component, according to (C.7)

(9.16) (div𝑔 T)𝑖 =
1

𝑐2𝒩

𝜕𝑝𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕𝑠𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+ (Γ𝑘

𝑘𝑗 + Γ0
0𝑗)𝑠

𝑖𝑗 + Γ𝑖
𝑗𝑘𝑠

𝑗𝑘 + Γ𝑖
𝑡𝑡

𝐸tot

𝑐2𝒩 2
= 0,

or, in a more intrinsic form

(div𝑔 T)⊤ =
1

𝑐2𝒩

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑡
+ div𝑔3𝐷 s + s · d ln 𝒩 + 𝐸tot grad𝑔3𝐷ln 𝒩 = 0,

where grad𝑔3𝐷ln 𝒩 = 1
𝑘𝑞

−1d ln 𝒩 .
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10. The Galilean limit of Relativistic Hyperelasticity

Soon after Einstein’s formulation of the theory of General Relativity (1915), Cartan intro-
duced, in a series of papers [11, 12, 13], a general covariant formulation of Newtonian gravity,
today called Newton-Cartan theory of gravitation. It can be obtained as the limit of Lorentzian
spacetimes whose light cones open up to hyperplanes at each tangent space [49]. It allows to
recast the equations of energy and momentum balance of Classical Continuum Mechanics in a
four-dimensional general covariant form, similar to the relativistic equation div𝑔 T = 0, provided
the specific internal energy and the energy flux are suitably interpreted. This 4D general covari-
ant formalism [88, 48, 20, 22, 38, 21, 17], derived from General Relativity, is also useful to better
understand the foundations of Classical Continuum Mechanics and avoid ad hoc assumptions in
its formulation.

A Galilean structure on a four-dimensional manifold ℳ is a pair (g, 𝜃), where g is a symmetric
second-order contravariant tensor of signature (0,+,+,+) (the classical spatial metric) and 𝜃
is a one-form which spans the kernel of g (the clock). This means that g𝜃 = 0 and that 𝜃
vanishes nowhere. The one-form 𝜃 defines a distribution of hyperplanes 𝐸𝑚 := ker 𝜃𝑚, each of
them, carrying an Euclidean metric induced by g. The Galilean structure is called integrable
if 𝜃 is closed. In that case, 𝜃 defines a time function 𝑡 satisfying d𝑡 = 𝜃 (at least locally)
and a foliation by hypersurfaces, ℰ𝑡 := 𝑡−1(𝑡), tangent to the distribution (𝐸𝑚), and which are
moreover Riemannian manifolds.

A covariant derivative ∇ on ℳ is said to be Galilean if it is symmetric (torsion-less) and
satisfies moreover

∇g = 0 and ∇𝜃 = 0.

Such a covariant derivative exists only if the Galilean structure (g, 𝜃) is integrable (since ∇𝜃 = 0
implies d𝜃 = 0 for a symmetric covariant derivative). Note, however, that contrary to the
canonical covariant derivative of a Riemannian (or pseudo-Riemannian) manifold, a Galilean
covariant derivative is not uniquely defined.

In practice, a Galilean structure (g, 𝜃) is obtained as a limit of a one-parameter family of

smooth Lorentz metrics
𝜆
𝑔, such that

𝜆
𝑔−1 = g + 𝜆𝜅 +𝑂(𝜆2),

with g of signature (0,+,+,+), and 𝜃 is a generator of the kernel of g [16, 48]. Note that 𝜃 can
be fixed uniquely up to a sign by the normalization 𝜅(𝜃, 𝜃) = −1. It has been shown in [49]
that, provided that d𝜃 = 0 (a condition which is always satisfied by static spacetimes such as the
Minkowski or the Schwarzschild spacetimes), the one-parameter family of Riemannian covariant
derivatives ∇𝜆 converges then to a symmetric covariant derivative ∇NC which is compatible with
the Galilean structure (g, 𝜃).

Recall moreover, that, on a Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian manifold, the Riemann tensor
R (defined in components by 𝑅𝛼𝛽𝛾𝛿 = 𝑔𝛼𝜌𝑅

𝜌
𝛽𝛾𝛿) has the additional symmetry

𝑅𝛼𝛽𝛾𝛿 = 𝑅𝛾𝛿𝛼𝛽,

and that, uprising the first and third indices, we obtain the following identity

𝑔𝛾𝜆𝑅𝛼
𝛽𝜆𝛿 = 𝑔𝛼𝜆𝑅𝛾

𝛿𝜆𝛽.

Therefore, when a Galilean covariant derivative is obtained as a limit of (pseudo-)Riemannian
covariant derivatives, it must satisfies the additional property

(10.1) g𝛾𝜆𝑅𝛼
𝛽𝜆𝛿 = g𝛼𝜆𝑅𝛾

𝛿𝜆𝛽

and is then called a Newtonian covariant derivative.
Applying this procedure to the Schwarzschild metric (9.1),

𝜆
𝑔 = −𝒩 2𝑐2d𝑡2 + 𝑘 𝑞,
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with 𝜆 := 1/𝑐2, we get

(10.2) 𝒩 = 1 − 1

𝑐2
𝐺𝑀

𝑟
+𝑂(1/𝑐4), 𝑘 = 1 +

2

𝑐2
𝐺𝑀

𝑟
+𝑂(1/𝑐4),

and

(10.3)
𝜆
𝑔−1 = 𝑞−1 − 1

𝑐2

(︂
(𝜕𝑡)

2 + 2
𝐺𝑀

𝑟
𝑞−1

)︂
+𝑂(1/𝑐4),

where 𝑞−1 = (𝜕𝑥1)2 + (𝜕𝑥2)2 + (𝜕𝑥3)2. Observe also that we have,

(10.4) vol𝜆
𝑔

= 𝑐𝑓 d𝑡 ∧ vol𝑞, where 𝑓 = 𝒩 𝑘
3
2 = 1 +

2

𝑐2
𝐺𝑀

𝑟
+𝑂(1/𝑐4),

for the Riemannian volume form associated with the metric
𝜆
𝑔. Note that vol𝜆

𝑔
diverges as 𝑐→ ∞.

We obtain thus the following Galilean structure,

g = 𝑞−1, 𝜅 = −(𝜕𝑡)
2 − 2

𝐺𝑀

𝑟
𝑞−1, 𝜃 = d𝑡,

where the normalisation condition 𝜅(𝜃, 𝜃) = −1 has been used. This structure is of course
integrable, and the time function is the same, in either the relativistic context or the Galilean
one. Therefore, the foliation by the hypersurfaces Ω𝑡 is common to both structures. Note
however that by (9.3), the relativistic normal N𝜆 to these hypersurfaces converges towards 0 as
𝑐→ ∞.

An immediate consequence of (10.3) is the fact that the conformation
𝜆

H defined by (1.5) has
a limit when 𝑐→ ∞. Indeed,

(10.5) H̄ := lim
𝑐→∞

𝜆

H = F−1𝑞−1F−⋆.

Remark 10.1. Observe the similarity between the (limit) conformation H̄ and the inverse C−1

of right Cauchy–Green tensor C := F⋆𝑞F in Classical Continuum Mechanics. However, H̄ is
not exactly C−1 because it is a function from the World tube 𝒲 to S2𝑇ℬ (see remark 1.5),
while C−1 is a tensor field on ℬ.

Concerning the Riemannian covariant derivative ∇𝜆 of
𝜆
𝑔, the expansion of its non vanishing

Christoffel symbols is easily deduced from (9.4) and recalling that 𝑟s = 𝐺𝑀/2𝑐2. We get

Γ𝑖
𝑡𝑡 = 2𝑐2

𝑟s
𝑟2

(1 − 𝑟s/𝑟)

(1 + 𝑟s/𝑟)7
𝑥𝑖

𝑟
= −g𝑖 − 1

𝑐2
4𝐺𝑀

𝑟2
g𝑖 +𝑂(1/𝑐4),

Γ𝑡
𝑡𝑖 = 2

𝑟s
𝑟2

1

(1 − 𝑟2s /𝑟
2)
𝛿𝑖𝑘
𝑥𝑘

𝑟
= − 1

𝑐2
𝛿𝑖𝑘g𝑘 +𝑂(1/𝑐4),

Γ𝑖
𝑗𝑗 = 2

𝑟s
𝑟2

1

(1 + 𝑟s/𝑟)

𝑥𝑖

𝑟
= − 1

𝑐2
g𝑖 +𝑂(1/𝑐4), for 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗,

Γ𝑗
𝑗𝑖 = −2

𝑟s
𝑟2

1

(1 + 𝑟s/𝑟)
𝛿𝑖𝑘
𝑥𝑘

𝑟
=

1

𝑐2
𝛿𝑖𝑘g𝑘 +𝑂(1/𝑐4), for 𝑖 = 𝑗 and 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗.

(10.6)

with no sum on 𝑗, and where g is the Newtonian (centripetal) gravity field,

(10.7) g := −𝐺𝑀
𝑟2

𝑥𝑖

𝑟
𝜕𝑥𝑖 ,

with 𝐺𝑀
𝑟2

≈ 𝐺𝑀
𝑟20

= 9.8 m/s2 on Earth surface. We deduce therefore that the Christoffel symbols

of the Newton–Cartan limit ∇NC are all vanishing except

(10.8) Γ𝑖
𝑡𝑡 = −g𝑖.

Remark 10.2 (Weak gravity). The approximations (10.6) at large 𝑐 coincide in fact with those
corresponding to so-called weak gravity (see [18]), valid for the Earth, and more generally for a
planet or a star (any object whose radius is smaller than its Schwarzschild radius being called a
black hole).
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The divergence of a quadrivector P, relative to the Newtonian covariant derivative ∇NC, is
given by

(10.9) divNC P =
𝜕𝑃 𝑡

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕𝑃 𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
.

It corresponds to the zero order terms in the expansions in 𝜆 = 1/𝑐2 of the divergence
𝜆

divP

relative to the Schwarzschild metric
𝜆
𝑔 given by (C.4), since we have

Γ𝑗
𝑗𝑖 + Γ𝑡

𝑡𝑖 =
2

𝑐2
𝛿𝑖𝑘g𝑘 +𝑂(1/𝑐4).

We get therefore

(10.10)
𝜆

divP = divNC P +
2

𝑐2
g ·P⊤ +𝑂(1/𝑐4),

where P⊤ is the spatial part of the quadrivector P.
The divergence of a symmetric second-order contravariant tensor T is given by

(10.11) (divNC T)𝑡 =
𝜕𝑇 𝑡𝑡

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕𝑇 𝑡𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
, (divNC T)𝑖 =

𝜕𝑇 𝑖𝑡

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕𝑇 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
− g𝑖𝑇 𝑡𝑡.

Indeed, by (C.5), and since by (9.4),

(10.12)
3∑︁

𝑗=1

Γ𝑗
𝑗𝑖 + 3Γ𝑡

𝑡𝑖 = 3
(︁

d ln(𝒩
√
𝑘)
)︁
𝑖

= 𝑂(1/𝑐4),

we obtain

(10.13) (
𝜆

divT)𝑡 = (divNC T)𝑡 +𝑂(1/𝑐4),

whereas (C.6), combined with the fact that all involved Christoffel’s symbols are 𝑂(1/𝑐2), but

Γ𝑖
𝑡𝑡 = −g𝑖 +𝑂(1/𝑐2),

ends up to

(
𝜆

divT)𝑖 =
𝜕𝑇 𝑖𝑡

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕𝑇 𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
− g𝑖𝑇 𝑡𝑡 +𝑂(1/𝑐2) = (divNC T)𝑖 +𝑂(1/𝑐2).

The current of matter (1.1)
𝜆

P for the metric
𝜆
𝑔 is defined implicitly by

𝑖P𝜆vol𝜆
𝑔

= 𝜔 = Ψ*𝜇,

where the 3-form 𝜔 does not depend on the light speed 𝑐 (the matter field Ψ and the mass
measure 𝜇 do not depend on 𝑐, which is only introduced through the metrics). By (10.4), we
get thus

𝑐𝑓 𝑖P𝜆 d𝑡 ∧ vol𝑞 = 𝑖𝑐𝑓P𝜆 d𝑡 ∧ vol𝑞 = 𝜔 = Ψ*𝜇,

from which it is seen that 𝑐𝑓
𝜆

P is independent of 𝑐, and is therefore equal to its Newtonian limit
(𝑐P)0 defined by 𝑖(𝑐P)0 d𝑡 ∧ vol𝑞 = 𝜔 (since 𝑓 → 1 as 𝑐→ ∞). Setting

(10.14) 𝑐
𝜆

P =
𝜆
𝜌 𝜕𝑡 +

𝜆
𝜌

𝜆
𝑢, (𝑐P)0 = 𝜌 𝜕𝑡 + 𝜌 �̄�,

defines the mass density
𝜆
𝜌 and the velocity

𝜆
𝑢, as well as their Newtonian limits 𝜌 and �̄�. The

equality 𝑐𝑓P𝜆 = (𝑐P)0 leads to
𝜆
𝜌 =

1

𝑓
𝜌,

𝜆
𝑢 = �̄�.

and allows us to expand the mass density as

𝜆
𝜌 = 𝜌− 2

𝑐2
𝐺𝑀

𝑟
𝜌+𝑂(1/𝑐4).
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We have therefore

lim
𝑐→∞

𝜆
𝜌 = 𝜌, lim

𝑐→∞
𝜆
𝑢 = �̄�,

and

lim
𝑐→∞

𝛾 = lim
𝑐→∞

1√︁
1 − 𝑘𝑢2

𝑐2

= 1,

since the generalized Lorentz factor (9.6) has the classical expansion

𝛾 = 1 +
1

2

�̄�2

𝑐2
+𝑂(1/𝑐4).

Using (9.13), we see that (
𝜆
𝜌,

𝜆
𝑢) are connected to (𝜌,𝑢) by

𝜆
𝜌 =

𝜌

𝒩
,

𝜆
𝑢 = 𝒩 𝑢,

𝜆
𝜌

𝜆
𝑢 = 𝜌𝑢,

when the so-called relativistic mass density 𝜌 and velocity 𝑢 are defined by the orthogonal
decomposition

𝑐
𝜆

P = 𝜌𝑐
𝜆

N + 𝜌𝑢.

By (9.5), we deduce that the Newtonian limit of the three-dimensional velocity 𝑢 =
𝜆
𝑢/𝒩 is

lim
𝑐→∞

𝑢 = �̄� = −F
𝜕Ψ

𝜕𝑡
.

Remark 10.3. In Classical Continuum Mechanics, the Eulerian velocity is defined as the vector
field on the deformed configuration given by 𝜕𝑡𝑝 ∘ 𝑝−1, where 𝑝 is the embedding of the body
ℬ into the Euclidean space, and where 𝑉 := 𝜕𝑡𝑝 is the Lagrangian velocity. If we assume,
furthermore, that Ψ𝑡 is a diffeomorphism and we set 𝑝 = Ψ−1

𝑡 (see remark 6.1), the vector field
�̄� recasts as

�̄� = −F 𝜕𝑡Ψ = 𝜕𝑡Ψ
−1
𝑡 ∘ Ψ𝑡 = 𝜕𝑡𝑝 ∘ 𝑝−1,

and we recognize �̄� as the Eulerian velocity of Classical Continuum Mechanics.

The stress-energy tensor
𝜆

T := T has for expression, in the coordinate system (𝑡, 𝑥𝑖),

(10.15)
𝜆

T =

⎛⎜⎝ 1

𝑐2𝒩

𝜆

𝐸tot
1

𝑐2𝒩

𝜆
𝑝⋆

1

𝑐2𝒩

𝜆
𝑝

𝜆
s

⎞⎟⎠ where

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
𝜆

𝐸tot := 𝐸tot/𝒩 ,
𝜆
𝑝 := 𝑝,
𝜆
s := s.

To determine its limit, observe that the energy density
𝜆

𝐸tot, the linear momentum
𝜆
𝑝 and the

spatial part
𝜆
s behave as

𝜆

𝐸tot

𝑐2
=

𝜆
𝜌+

1

𝑐2

(︂
𝐸 +

1

2
𝜌𝑢2

)︂
+𝑂(1/𝑐4),(10.16)

𝜆
𝑝

𝑐2
=

𝜆
𝜌

𝜆
𝑢 +

1

𝑐2

(︂(︂
𝐸 +

1

2
𝜌𝑢2

)︂
𝑢− 𝜎 · 𝑢♭

)︂
+𝑂(1/𝑐4),(10.17)

𝜆
s =

𝜆
𝜌

𝜆
𝑢⊗ 𝜆

𝑢− 𝜎 +𝑂(1/𝑐2),(10.18)

where we have used indifferently either (9.9) or (9.10), and we have assumed that the internal
energy density 𝐸 (function of H) is 𝑜(1/𝑐2) (see also the discussion in [81]). In that case, the
quantities 1

2𝜌𝑢
2, 𝐸 and 𝜎 converge respectively to 1

2𝜌 �̄�
2, �̄� and �̄�. Therefore, in the coordinate

system (𝑡, 𝑥𝑖), the stress-energy tensor
𝜆

T converges to the Newtonian limit

(10.19) T̄ = lim
𝑐→∞

T𝜆 =

(︂
𝜌 𝜌 �̄�⋆

𝜌 �̄� 𝜌 �̄�⊗ �̄�− �̄�

)︂
.
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We now discuss the limits of the balance laws. First, by (10.10) and (10.14), we get

𝜆

div(𝑐
𝜆

P) =
𝜕

𝜆
𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ div(

𝜆
𝜌

𝜆
𝑢) +

2

𝑐2
g · 𝜆

𝜌
𝜆
𝑢 +𝑂(1/𝑐4) = 0,

where div is the canonical divergence in R3, and which can be recast as

(10.20)
𝜕

𝜆
𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ div(

𝜆
𝜌

𝜆
𝑢) = − 2

𝑐2
g · 𝜌 𝜆

𝑢 +𝑂(1/𝑐4).

It converges to

divNC(𝑐P)0 =
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ div(𝜌 �̄�) = 0.

One recovers thus the usual expression of mass conservation in Classical Continuum Mechanics
(omitting the bars),

(10.21)
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ div(𝜌𝑢) = 0,

for the Euclidean metric 𝑞.

Then, the relativistic conservation law
𝜆

divT𝜆 = 0 converges to the equation divNC T̄ = 0,
with (by (10.11))

(divNC T̄)𝑡 =
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝜌 �̄�𝑗), and (divNC T̄)𝑖 =

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌 �̄�𝑖) +

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
(𝜌 �̄�𝑖�̄�𝑗 − �̄�𝑖𝑗) − 𝜌 g𝑖,

so that
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ div(𝜌 �̄�) = 0,

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌 �̄�) + div (𝜌 �̄�⊗ �̄�− �̄�) − 𝜌g = 0.

The first equation is (again) recognized as the mass conservation (10.21) and the second one
as the linear momentum balance of Classical Continuum Mechanics, with gravity g (omitting
the bars),

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌𝑢) + div (𝜌𝑢⊗ 𝑢− 𝜎) − 𝜌g = 0.

By using the mass conservation law, the later can be recast as the classical expression,

(10.22) 𝜌

(︂
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑢𝑢

)︂
= div𝜎 + 𝜌g,

where ∇ is the covariant derivative for the Euclidean metric 𝑞.
It is furthermore possible to recover the so-called local form of energy balance of Classical

Continuum Mechanics, as a term of order 𝑂(1/𝑐2) in the expansion of a combination of both
𝜆

div(𝑐
𝜆

P) = 0 and (
𝜆

divT𝜆)𝑡 = 0 (see for instance [80] for the case of the flat Minkowski spacetime
or [35] for relativistic fluids in the case of weak gravity or [49] for general discussions about this
balance law).

The balance law (9.15) expresses the vanishing of the time component (div𝑔 T)𝑡 = (
𝜆

div
𝜆

T)𝑡 = 0

in which here T =
𝜆

T is given by (10.15). Since
𝜆

𝐸tot = 𝐸tot/𝒩 and
𝜆
𝑝 = 𝑝, it recasts as

(div𝑔 T)𝑡 = (
𝜆

div
𝜆

T)𝑡 =
1

𝒩

⎡⎣ 𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(︁ 𝜆

𝐸tot

𝑐2

)︁
+ div

(︁ 𝜆
𝑝

𝑐2

)︁
+

1

𝑐2
𝜆
𝑝 ·
(︁

3 d ln(𝒩
√
𝑘) − d ln 𝒩

)︁⎤⎦ = 0,

where div is the divergence relative to the three-dimensional Euclidean metric 𝑞. We have
introduced the 1-form (10.12)

3 d ln(𝒩
√
𝑘) :=

(︁ 3∑︁
𝑗=1

Γ𝑗
𝑗𝑖 + 3Γ𝑡

𝑡𝑖

)︁
d𝑥𝑖 = 𝑂(1/𝑐4),
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which is of order 𝑂(1/𝑐4),
𝜆
𝑝 which is of order 𝑂(𝑐2) and

d ln 𝒩 = − 1

𝑐2
𝑞g +𝑂(1/𝑐4).

By (10.2), we get

(10.23) 𝒩 (
𝜆

div
𝜆

T)𝑡 =
𝜕

𝜕𝑡

(︁ 𝜆

𝐸tot

𝑐2

)︁
+ div

(︁ 𝜆
𝑝

𝑐2

)︁
+

1

𝑐2

(︁ 𝜆
𝑝

𝑐2
· g
)︁

+𝑂(1/𝑐4) = 0.

Subtracting (10.20) from (10.23) and using (10.16) and (10.17), we get now

1

𝑐2

{︂
𝜕

𝜕𝑡

[︁(︁
𝐸 +

1

2
𝜌𝑢2

)︁
𝑢− 𝜎 · 𝑢♭

]︁
+ div

[︁(︁
𝐸 +

1

2
𝜌𝑢2

)︁
𝑢− 𝜎 · 𝑢♭

]︁
+ 𝜌g · 𝑢

}︂
− 2

𝑐2
𝜌g · 𝑢 +𝑂(1/𝑐4) = 0,

and thus
𝜕

𝜕𝑡

(︁
𝐸 +

1

2
𝜌𝑢2

)︁
+ div

(︂(︁
𝐸 +

1

2
𝜌𝑢2

)︁
𝑢− 𝜎 · 𝑢♭

)︂
− 𝜌g · 𝑢 = 𝑂(1/𝑐2).

Passing to the limit 𝑐→ ∞, we obtain therefore

𝜕

𝜕𝑡

(︁
�̄� +

1

2
𝜌�̄�2

)︁
+ div

(︂(︁
�̄� +

1

2
𝜌 �̄�2

)︁
�̄�− �̄� · �̄�♭

)︂
− 𝜌g · �̄� = 0.

Using (10.22), we furthermore have (omitting the bars, with ∇ still the covariant derivative for
the Euclidean metric 𝑞),

div
(︀
𝜎 · 𝑢♭

)︀
= 𝑢 · div𝜎 + 𝜎 : d =

1

2
𝜌

(︂
𝜕𝑢2

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑢𝑢

2

)︂
+ 𝜎 : d− 𝜌g · 𝑢,

since 𝜎 is symmetric, and where

d :=
1

2

(︁
∇𝑢♭ + (∇𝑢♭)⋆

)︁
,

is the classical strain rate tensor. We end up with the standard expression of internal energy
balance in Classical Continuum Mechanics [55, 51],

𝜌

(︂
𝜕𝑒

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇𝑢𝑒

)︂
= 𝜎 : d,

with no heat transfer, and where 𝑒 := 𝐸/𝜌 is the specific internal energy.

11. Conclusion

We have revisited Souriau’s variational formulation of Relativistic Hyperelasticity. This the-
ory was derived in 1958 with the mindset of Gauge theory: the perfect matter field Ψ is somehow
similar to the wave function 𝜓 in Quantum Mechanics, but at a macroscopic scale and without
the same interpretation. The role of the three-dimensional body ℬ, which labels the material
points constitutive of the continuous medium under study in the Universe, has been emphasized:
it is common to the Relativistic Hyperelasticity theory and to the three-dimensional Classical
Continuum Mechanics theory. The body ℬ is naturally distinguished from a reference config-
uration Ω𝑡0 in the present Relativistic framework, since ℬ is embedded into the (non-physical)
vector space 𝑉 , whereas Ω𝑡0 is a spacelike submanifold of the Universe ℳ . In both the Classical
and Relativistic frameworks, the body ℬ is endowed with a volume form, the mass measure 𝜇,
and a fixed Riemannian metric 𝛾0. Since this is shared by both theories, we have tried to make
a parallel, when possible, and to point out the differences. Our point of view is mainly oriented
towards mechanics, rather than astrophysics.

The fundamental observation of Souriau is that the formulation of general covariant consti-
tutive equations for perfect matter involve the metric 𝑔 only through the conformation, defined
by

H = (𝑇Ψ)𝑔−1(𝑇Ψ)⋆.
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It is a non degenerate contravariant three-dimensional tensor valued function which plays the role
of strain, or more precisely of the inverse of the right Cauchy–Green tensor C. The connections
between H, the four-dimensional degenerate metric ℎ = 𝑔 + U♭ ⊗U♭ and the four-dimensional
degenerate co-metric ℎ♯ = 𝑔−1 + U⊗U (considered by Carter and Quintana [14], for instance)
are given by lemma 3.1,

H = (𝑇Ψ)ℎ♯(𝑇Ψ)⋆, ℎ = (𝑇Ψ)⋆H−1𝑇Ψ.

Thanks to these formulas, all the definitions of a strain tensor can be expressed using a compar-
ison between the inverse of the conformation H−1 and H−1

0 := 𝛾0 ∘ Ψ, where 𝛾0 is a reference
metric on the body ℬ. Among these definitions, we mention

E :=
1

2

(︀
H−1 −H−1

0

)︀
and ̂︀E := −1

2
log
(︀
HH−1

0

)︀
.

The links between the different metrics and strain tensors encountered in the literature, either
defined on the World tube 𝒲 , or on the body ℬ, have been clarified (in section 3, Appendix D
and Appendix F).

In the framework of Variational General Relativity, the stress-energy tensor T derives from
a general covariant Lagrangian (theorem 5.2 and remark 5.3) and its decompositions allow for
the rigorous formulation of stress tensors,

∙ first, four-dimensional, such as S or Σ (with a preference for Eckart–Bennoun defini-
tion (8.8)),

∙ and, then, three-dimensional, such as the generalized second Piola–Kirchhoff stress ten-
sor s, which is always defined by (5.5), and the generalized Cauchy stress tensor 𝜎,
which definition requires the introduction of a spacetime (with a preference for our def-
inition (8.9)).

The full Relativistic Hyperelasticity theory is four-dimensional, but its constitutive laws are
essentially three-dimensional and very similar to the ones of Classical Continuum Mechanics,
a feature which has been used in [27] and [10]. We have formalized it in section 8 and in
Appendix G.

By considering the Schwarzschild spacetime (instead of the flat Minkowski spacetime like
Souriau did), we have been able to take into account gravity. Following, this time, Künzle [49],
we have recovered the Newton-Cartan formulation of Hyperelasticity in Galilean Relativity, as
the limit 𝑐→ ∞ of our relativistic formulation in Schwarzschild spacetime.

Appendix A. Orthogonal decomposition of four-dimensional 2nd-order tensors

We detail in this Appendix the orthogonal decomposition of second-order tensor fields relative
to a unit timelike quadrivector W. This means that we split these tensor fields according to the
orthogonal decomposition

𝑇𝑚ℳ = ⟨W(𝑚)⟩ ⊕W(𝑚)⊥,

where W(𝑚)⊥ is the orthogonal complement of the one-dimensional timelike subspace ⟨W(𝑚)⟩,
and thus necessarily spacelike.

∙ For a symmetric covariant second-order tensor field K:

(A.1) K = 𝛼W♭ ⊗W♭ + W♭ ⊗ 𝛽 + 𝛽 ⊗W♭ + k,

where
(1) 𝛼 := W ·T ·W is a function,

(2) 𝛽 := −(K ·W + 𝛼W♭) is a covector field orthogonal to W♭,

(3) k := K−𝛼W♭⊗W♭−W♭⊗𝑎−𝑎⊗W♭ satisfies k ·W = 0 and is the spatial part
of K.

∙ For a symmetric contravariant second-order tensor field T:

(A.2) T = 𝛼W ⊗W + W ⊗ 𝑎 + 𝑎⊗W + t,

where
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(1) 𝛼 := W♭ ·T ·W♭ is a function,

(2) 𝑎 := −(T ·W♭ + 𝛼W) is a vector field orthogonal to N,

(3) t := T − 𝛼W ⊗W −W ⊗ 𝑎 − 𝑎 ⊗W satisfies t ·W♭ = 0 and is the spatial part
of T.

Example A.1. For K = 𝑔, the four-dimensional metric on ℳ , we get

𝑔 = 𝑘 −W♭ ⊗W♭,

where 𝑘 is determined by 𝑘 ·W = 0 and 𝑘 = 𝑔 on W⊥. For T = 𝑔−1, the co-metric, we get

𝑔−1 = 𝑘♯ −W ⊗W,

where 𝑘♯ = 𝑔−1𝑘𝑔−1.

The following result (see [24] or [54, page 6]) is a consequence of Sylvester’s law of inertia.

Lemma A.2. Let 𝑘 be the spatial part of the metric 𝑔 in the orthogonal decomposition relative
to a unit timelike quadrivector W. Then, 𝑘 is positive definite. In particular, the signature of 𝑘
is (0,+,+,+).

Appendix B. Schwarzschild spacetime

According to Birkhoff’s theorem [7, 39], the only spherically symmetric solution of Einstein’s
equation in the vacuum with vanishing cosmological constant is the exterior Schwarzschild met-
ric. It is a static metric which describes the gravity field outside from a (spherical, nonrotating)
massive planet —or a star or a blackhole— of mass 𝑀 [78, 60] and is written as

𝑔 = −
(︂

1 − 2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2𝑟

)︂
𝑐2d𝑡2 +

(︂
1 − 2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2𝑟

)︂−1

d𝑟2 + 𝑟2
(︀
d𝜃2 + sin2 𝜃 d𝜙2

)︀
, 𝑟 > 𝑟s =

2𝐺𝑀

𝑐2
,

where 𝐺 is the gravitational constant, 𝜃 is the colatitude (angle from North pole), 𝜙 is the
longitude, and 𝑟s is the Schwarzschild radius. The surface of the planet (or star) is at radius
𝑟 = 𝑟0 much larger than 𝑟s. The coordinate transformation,

𝑟 =
1

4

(︁
2𝑟 − 𝑟s + 2

√︀
𝑟(𝑟 − 𝑟s)

)︁
,

allows first to express the Schwarzschild metric into the so-called isotropic coordinates expres-
sion [60, p. 840]

𝑔 = −
(︂

1 − 𝑟s/𝑟

1 + 𝑟s/𝑟

)︂2

𝑐2d𝑡2 +
(︁

1 +
𝑟s
𝑟

)︁4 [︀
d𝑟2 + 𝑟2

(︀
d𝜃2 + sin2 𝜃 d𝜙2

)︀]︀
, 𝑟 > 𝑟s =

𝑟s
4
,

and, then, to put it in the Cartesian isotropic coordinates expression (with 𝑟 :=
√︀
𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑥𝑗 , null

at the center of the planet/star),

𝑔 = −
(︂

1 − 𝑟s/𝑟

1 + 𝑟s/𝑟

)︂2

d𝑥0
2

+
(︁

1 +
𝑟s
𝑟

)︁4 [︁
d𝑥1

2
+ d𝑥2

2
+ d𝑥3

2
]︁
, 𝑟 > 𝑟s =

𝑟s
4
,

where we have set 𝑥0 = 𝑐𝑡.

Appendix C. Divergences in a static spacetime

For an arbitrary metric 𝑔 and in an arbitrary coordinate system (𝑥𝜇), the divergence of a
quadrivector P and of a second-order contravariant tensor T are given by

div𝑔 P = 𝜕𝜇𝑃
𝜇 + Γ𝜈

𝜈𝜇𝑃
𝜇,(C.1)

(div𝑔 T)𝜇 = 𝜕𝜈𝑇
𝜇𝜈 + Γ𝜌

𝜌𝜈𝑇
𝜇𝜈 + Γ𝜇

𝜈𝜌𝑇
𝜌𝜈 ,(C.2)

where Γ𝜆
𝜇𝜈 are the Christoffel symbols of the metric 𝑔, given by the standard formula

(C.3) Γ𝜆
𝜇𝜈 =

1

2
𝑔𝜆𝜎

(︂
𝜕𝑔𝜎𝜇
𝜕𝑥𝜈

+
𝜕𝑔𝜎𝜈
𝜕𝑥𝜇

− 𝜕𝑔𝜇𝜈
𝜕𝑥𝜎

)︂
.
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Suppose now that 𝑔 is a static metric and that the coordinate system (𝑥𝜇) is chosen such that

𝜕𝑔𝜇𝜈
𝜕𝑥0

= 0 and 𝑔0𝑖 = 0,

meaning that the Universe metric 𝑔 does not depend on 𝑥0 and that it is related to the spatial
metric 𝑔3𝐷 by

𝑔 = 𝑔00(d𝑥
0)2 + 𝑔3𝐷, where 𝑔3𝐷 = 𝑔𝑖𝑗d𝑥

𝑖d𝑥𝑗 .

Then,

(1) Γ0
00 = Γ0

𝑖𝑗 = Γ𝑖
𝑗0 = 0,

(2) the Christoffel symbols Γ̄𝑖
𝑗𝑘 of the 3D spatial metric 𝑔3𝐷 = (𝑔𝑖𝑗) are equal to the spatial

Christoffel symbols Γ𝑖
𝑗𝑘 of the 4D metric 𝑔,

Γ̄𝑖
𝑗𝑘 = Γ𝑖

𝑗𝑘,

(3) and, moreover

Γ𝑖
00 = (grad𝑔3𝐷√−𝑔00)𝑖, and Γ0

0𝑖 = (d ln
√−𝑔00)𝑖,

where grad𝑔3𝐷𝑓 := (𝑔3𝐷)♯d𝑓 , when 𝑓 is independent of 𝑥0.
We get therefore

div𝑔 P =
𝜕𝑃 0

𝜕𝑥0
+
𝜕𝑃 𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+
(︁

Γ𝑗
𝑗𝑖 + Γ0

0𝑖

)︁
𝑃 𝑖

=
𝜕𝑃 0

𝜕𝑥0
+ div𝑔3𝐷 P⊤ + P⊤ · d ln

√−𝑔00,
(C.4)

where we have set P⊤ := 𝑃 𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑖.
Setting now, in the coordinate system (𝑥𝜇),

T =

(︂
𝑇 00 𝑎⋆

𝑎 t

)︂
,

where 𝑎 := 𝑇 0𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑖 and t := 𝑇 𝑖𝑗𝜕𝑥𝑖𝜕𝑥𝑗 , we have

(div𝑔 T)0 =
𝜕𝑇 00

𝜕𝑥0
+
𝜕𝑎𝑖

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ (Γ𝑗

𝑗𝑖 + 3Γ0
0𝑖)𝑎

𝑖

=
𝜕𝑇 00

𝜕𝑥0
+ div𝑔3𝐷 𝑎 + 3𝑎 · d ln

√−𝑔00,
(C.5)

and

(C.6) (div𝑔 T)𝑖 =
𝜕𝑎𝑖

𝜕𝑥0
+
𝜕t𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+ (Γ𝑘

𝑘𝑗 + Γ0
0𝑗)t

𝑖𝑗 + Γ𝑖
𝑗𝑘t𝑗𝑘 + Γ𝑖

00𝑇
00,

this last equation being recast more intrinsically as

(C.7) (div𝑔 T)⊤ =
𝜕𝑎

𝜕𝑥0
+ div𝑔3𝐷 t + t · d ln

√−𝑔00 + 𝑇 00 grad𝑔3𝐷√−𝑔00.

Remark C.1. In [92] and more recently in [35, Chapter 4], equations (C.1) and (C.2) are expressed
in an intrinsic manner using the so-called (3 + 1)-orthogonal decomposition of the divergence
operator obtained through the theory of (pseudo-)Riemannian hypersurfaces [32, Chapter 5],
and which is similar to the one used in Thick Shell Theory.

Appendix D. Three-dimensional Riemannian metrics and mass densities

We assume in this Appendix that a time function 𝑡 is given, inducing a spacetime structure
on 𝒲 and we denote by Ω𝑡 the corresponding spacelike hypersurfaces.
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3D Riemannian metrics on the hypersurfaces Ω𝑡. Each three-dimensional manifold Ω𝑡

is endowed with two Riemannian metrics. The first one is just the restriction 𝑗*𝑡 𝑔 of the four-
dimensional Universe metric 𝑔 and coincides with 𝑗*𝑡 𝑔

3𝐷 (since 𝑔3𝐷 is the spatial component of
𝑔 in its orthogonal decomposition (8.1) relative to N, the unit normal to Ω𝑡). The second one

is the restriction 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ of the degenerate metric ℎ = 𝑔 + U♭ ⊗ U♭ (the spatial part of 𝑔 in its
orthogonal decomposition (3.1) relative to U). Note that, unless Ω𝑡 is orthogonal to U, these
two metrics on Ω𝑡 do not match. However, the following lemma allows to relate their respective
Riemannian volume forms vol𝑗*𝑡 𝑔 and vol𝑗*𝑡 ℎ on Ω𝑡.

Lemma D.1. We have

(D.1) vol𝑗*𝑡 ℎ = 𝛾 vol𝑗*𝑡 𝑔 = 𝑗*𝑡 (𝑖Uvol𝑔) , on Ω𝑡.

where 𝛾 = −⟨U,N⟩𝑔 is the generalized Lorentz factor.

Proof. We have first

vol𝑗*𝑡 ℎ =
√︁

det[(𝑗*𝑡 𝑔)−1𝑗*𝑡 ℎ] vol𝑗*𝑡 𝑔.

Let x ∈ Ω𝑡 and let (𝑒𝑖) be an orthonormal basis of 𝑇xΩ𝑡 for the metric 𝑗*𝑡 𝑔. Then,

(𝑒0 = N, 𝑇x𝑗𝑡.𝑒𝑖)

is an orthonormal basis of 𝑇𝑚ℳ for the Lorentzian metric 𝑔, and we will denote by 𝑈𝜇, the
components of U(𝑚) in this basis. Now, using (3.1), and the fact that 𝑇x𝑗𝑡.𝑒0 = 0, 𝑇x𝑗𝑡.𝑒𝑖 = 𝑒𝑖,
we get

[(𝑗*𝑡 𝑔)−1]𝑖𝑗 = 𝛿𝑖𝑗 , [𝑗*𝑡 ℎ]𝑖𝑗 = 𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 𝛿𝑖𝑘𝑈
𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑙𝑈

𝑙.

Hence, we are reduced to calculate the determinant

det[(𝑗*𝑡 𝑔)−1𝑗*𝑡 ℎ] = det(𝐼3 + 𝑈𝑈⋆),

where

𝑈 =

⎛⎝𝑈1

𝑈2

𝑈3

⎞⎠ , and 𝑈⋆ =
(︀
𝑈1 𝑈2 𝑈3

)︀
.

Now the 3 × 3 matrix 𝑈𝑈⋆ has a double eigenvalue 0 and a single eigenvalue 𝑈⋆𝑈 and thus

det (𝐼3 + 𝑈𝑈⋆) = 1 + 𝑈⋆𝑈 = 1 +
∑︁

(𝑈 𝑖)2 = (𝑈0)2,

since

‖U‖2𝑔 = −(𝑈0)2 +
∑︁

(𝑈 𝑖)2 = −1.

Therefore, we get √︁
det[(𝑗*𝑡 𝑔)−1𝑗*𝑡 ℎ] =

√︀
(𝑈0)2 = −⟨U,N⟩𝑔,

because

−⟨U,N⟩𝑔 = 𝑈0,

and ⟨U,N⟩𝑔 is assumed to be negative. Now, we have

vol𝑗*𝑡 𝑔 = 𝑗*𝑡 (𝑖Nvol𝑔),

and thus

vol𝑗*𝑡 ℎ = 𝛾 vol𝑗*𝑡 𝑔 = 𝛾 𝑗*𝑡 (𝑖Nvol𝑔) = 𝑗*𝑡 (𝑖Uvol𝑔).

�
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Geometric interpretation of the relativistic mass density 𝜌. By multiplying (D.1) by
the rest mass density 𝜌𝑟 and using the definition 𝑖Pvol𝑔 = 𝜌𝑟𝑖Uvol𝑔 = Ψ*𝜇, where 𝜇 is the mass
measure on the body ℬ, we get the following equalities on Ω𝑡,

Ψ*
𝑡𝜇 = 𝑗*𝑡 (𝜌𝑟𝑖Uvol𝑔) = 𝜌𝑟𝑗

*
𝑡 (𝑖Uvol𝑔) = 𝜌𝑟𝛾 vol𝑗*𝑡 𝑔,

summarized as
Ψ*

𝑡𝜇 = 𝜌𝑟𝛾 vol𝑗*𝑡 𝑔 = 𝜌 vol𝑗*𝑡 𝑔.

The function (7.4),
𝜌 := 𝛾𝜌𝑟,

defined on the World tube 𝒲 , is interpreted as the relativistic mass density, i.e., the mass
density measured on Ω𝑡, relatively to the 3D metric 𝑗*𝑡 𝑔.

3D Riemannian metrics and mass densities on the body ℬ. If we make the stronger as-
sumption that Ψ𝑡 : Ω𝑡 → ℬ is a diffeomorphism, then, the conformation induces a one-parameter
family 𝛾(𝑡) of three-dimensional Riemannian metrics on the three-dimensional body ℬ

(D.2) 𝛾(𝑡)−1 := H ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1
𝑡 , 𝛾(𝑡) := H−1 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1

𝑡 .

The metric 𝛾(𝑡) is the true analogue of the right Cauchy–Green tensor C := F⋆𝑞F. Indeed, we
have the identification 𝛾 ≡ C in Classical Continuum Mechanics when the body ℬ is identified
with a reference configuration Ω0 [67, 77, 45]. Note however that in the non-relativistic case, the
metric 𝛾 on ℬ is the pull-back 𝑝*𝑞 of the Euclidean metric 𝑞 on the space ℰ by the embedding
𝑝 : ℬ → ℰ , whereas in (D.2), it is defined using the conformation and a foliation of the World
tube 𝒲 . The following result relates 𝛾(𝑡) with the degenerate quadratic form ℎ defined by (3.1).

Lemma D.2. On Ω𝑡, we have
Ψ*

𝑡𝛾(𝑡) = 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ,

where ℎ = 𝑔 + U♭ ⊗U♭ and 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ = (𝑇𝑗𝑡)
⋆(ℎ ∘ 𝑗𝑡)𝑇𝑗𝑡.

Proof. We have 𝛾(𝑡) := H−1 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1
𝑡 , and ℎ = (𝑇Ψ)⋆H−1𝑇Ψ by lemma 3.1. Therefore

Ψ*
𝑡𝛾(𝑡) = (𝑇Ψ𝑡)

⋆(𝛾(𝑡) ∘ Ψ𝑡)𝑇Ψ𝑡

= (𝑇Ψ𝑡)
⋆(H−1 ∘ 𝑗𝑡)𝑇Ψ𝑡

= (𝑇𝑗𝑡)
⋆(𝑇Ψ)⋆(H−1 ∘ 𝑗𝑡)𝑇Ψ𝑇𝑗𝑡

= (𝑇𝑗𝑡)
⋆(ℎ ∘ 𝑗𝑡)𝑇𝑗𝑡

= 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ.

�

To the three-dimensional Riemannian metric 𝛾(𝑡) on ℬ is associated a three-dimensional
volume form vol𝛾(𝑡). Since the body ℬ is initially endowed with a mass measure 𝜇 and a fixed
metric 𝛾0 (see section 1), mass conservation can then be expressed on the body exactly as in
the intrinsic Lagrangian formulation of Classical Continuum Mechanics [45], i.e., as

𝜇 = 𝜌𝛾(𝑡)vol𝛾(𝑡) = 𝜌𝛾0vol𝛾0 ,

where 𝜌𝛾(𝑡) and 𝜌𝛾0 are mass densities on ℬ. In the following lemma, we relate 𝜌𝛾(𝑡) with the
rest mass density 𝜌𝑟, defined by (1.4).

Lemma D.3. Let 𝜌𝛾(𝑡) be the mass density on the body ℬ defined implicitly by 𝜇 = 𝜌𝛾(𝑡)vol𝛾(𝑡).
Then, we have,

Ψ*
𝑡𝜌𝛾(𝑡) = 𝑗*𝑡 𝜌𝑟.

Proof. We have Ψ*𝜇 = 𝜌𝑟𝑖Uvol𝑔 by (1.1)–(1.3), and hence

Ψ*
𝑡 (𝜌𝛾(𝑡)vol𝛾(𝑡)) = 𝑗*𝑡 Ψ*(𝜌𝛾(𝑡)vol𝛾(𝑡)) = 𝑗*𝑡 Ψ*𝜇 = 𝑗*𝑡 (𝜌𝑟𝑖Uvol𝑔).

We get therefore
(Ψ*

𝑡𝜌𝛾(𝑡))volΨ*
𝑡𝛾(𝑡)

= (𝑗*𝑡 𝜌𝑟)𝑗
*
𝑡 (𝑖Uvol𝑔),
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but 𝑗*𝑡 (𝑖Uvol𝑔) = vol𝑗*𝑡 ℎ by lemma D.1 and Ψ*
𝑡𝛾(𝑡) = 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ by lemma D.2. We get thus

(Ψ*
𝑡𝜌𝛾(𝑡))vol𝑗*𝑡 ℎ = (𝑗*𝑡 𝜌𝑟)vol𝑗*𝑡 ℎ,

which ends the proof. �

Appendix E. Choice of a reference metric

Reference metric on the body ℬ. There are several choices for a reference metric on the
body ℬ. One possibility is to endow the body with an arbitrary fixed metric 𝛾0 (for example
𝛾0 = 𝑞, the Euclidean metric, in [80, 82]). But when a spacetime and the associated spacelike
hypersurfaces Ω𝑡 are introduced, with in particular the choice of a reference configuration Ω𝑡0 ,
and when the restriction Ψ𝑡0 = 𝑗*𝑡0Ψ of the matter field to Ω𝑡0 is a diffeomorphism, then two
other —mechanistic— possibilities are offered:

(a) either to consider as reference metric on the body ℬ, the Riemannian metric 𝛾(𝑡 = 𝑡0)
at initial time 𝑡0,

𝛾𝑎
0 := 𝛾(𝑡0) = (Ψ𝑡0)*𝑗

*
𝑡0ℎ,

where the second equality is due to lemma D.2,
(b) or to endow the body ℬ with the Riemannian metric

𝛾𝑏
0 := (Ψ𝑡0)*𝑗

*
𝑡0𝑔,

obtained as the pushforward on the body, of the restriction 𝑗*𝑡0𝑔 of the Universe metric
to Ω𝑡0 .

These two reference metrics do not coincide in general. In case (a), the mixed tensor (𝛾𝑎
0 )−1𝛾(𝑡)

is equal to the identity at 𝑡 = 𝑡0. In case (b), which mimics what is done in non relativistic
three-dimensional Hyperelasticity [77, 45], (𝛾𝑏

0)−1𝛾(𝑡0) = (𝛾𝑏
0)−1𝛾𝑎

0 ̸= id in general.
The question of which reference metric is to be prefered is in fact related to the difficult

question of the definition of an associated reference stress-free state (at which 𝜎 = 0). This
question arise naturally when one choose an explicit expression for the specific internal energy
𝑒 (such as Money–Rivlin’s [61], Hart–Smith’s [37], Ogden’s [69], Arruda–Boyce’s [2] or others
[33]). Fortunately for Mechanics, the difference between 𝛾𝑏

0 and 𝛾𝑎
0 is only due to relativistic

effects, since by (7.2) the restriction 𝑗*𝑡0
(︀
U♭ ⊗U♭

)︀
is in 1/𝑐2.

Frozen metric on the World tube 𝒲 . As mentioned in section 3, instead of explicitly
introducing a reference metric 𝛾0 on the body, some authors consider a reference degenerate
quadratic form ℎ0 of signature (0,+,+,+) on the World tube [43, 44], with some additional
properties, leading them to call it a frozen metric. Such a four-dimensional frozen metric is
in fact strongly related to a three-dimensional reference metric on the body ℬ. The following
result provides necessary conditions for a given quadratic form ℎ0 on 𝒲 to be the pullback of a
fixed Riemannian metric 𝛾0 on ℬ by the matter field Ψ.

Lemma E.1 (Kijowski and Magli, 1997). Let ℎ0 be a field of quadratic forms on the World tube
𝒲 . Then, necessary conditions for the existence of a Riemannian metric 𝛾0 on ℬ such that
ℎ0 = Ψ*𝛾0 are

ℎ0U = 0, and LU ℎ0 = 0.

Such a quadratic form is necessarily of signature (0,+,+,+).

Proof. Suppose that ℎ0 = Ψ*𝛾0. Since 𝑇Ψ.U = 0, we get first that

ℎ0U = (𝑇Ψ)⋆(𝛾0 ∘ Ψ)𝑇Ψ.U = 0,

and that ℎ0 is of signature (0,+,+,+), since Ψ is assumed to be a submersion on 𝒲 . Now, let
𝜙𝑡 be the flow of the vector field U. Then, we have

𝜕𝑡
[︀
(Ψ ∘ 𝜙𝑡)(𝑚)

]︀
= 𝑇𝜙𝑡(𝑚)Ψ.U(𝜙𝑡(𝑚)) = 0, ∀𝑡, ∀𝑚 ∈ 𝒲 ,

and thus Ψ ∘ 𝜙𝑡 = Ψ ∘ 𝜙0 = Ψ. Hence, we get

(𝜙𝑡)*ℎ0 = (𝜙𝑡)*Ψ*𝛾0 = (Ψ ∘ 𝜙𝑡)*𝛾0 = Ψ*𝛾0 = ℎ0
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and LU ℎ0 =
[︀
𝜕𝑡(𝜙

𝑡)*ℎ0
]︀
𝑡=0

= 0. �

Appendix F. Three-dimensional strains

When the World tube 𝒲 is foliated by spacelike hypersurfaces Ω𝑡 and when the restriction Ψ𝑡

of the matter field to Ω𝑡 is a diffeomorphism, any of the three following 3D symmetric covariant
tensor fields

H−1 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 (S2𝑉 -vector valued, on Ω𝑡), 𝛾(𝑡) (on ℬ), and 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ (on Ω𝑡),

leads to equivalent formulations of Relativistic Hyperelasticity models. Indeed, these tensor
fields are related to each other by

on ℬ : 𝛾(𝑡) = H−1 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1
𝑡 = Ψ𝑡* 𝑗

*
𝑡 ℎ,

S2𝑉 -vector valued, on Ω𝑡: H−1 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 = (Ψ𝑡* 𝑗
*
𝑡 ℎ) ∘ Ψ𝑡 = 𝛾(𝑡) ∘ Ψ𝑡,

on Ω𝑡: 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ = (Ψ𝑡)
*𝛾(𝑡) = (Ψ𝑡)

*(H−1 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1
𝑡 ),

Making use of (3.6), the associated —in fine equivalent— definitions of strain tensors are then
the following

on ℬ :
1

2
(𝛾(𝑡) − 𝛾0) = E ∘ Ψ−1

𝑡 ,
1

2
log
(︀
𝛾−1
0 𝛾(𝑡)

)︀
= ̂︀E ∘ Ψ−1

𝑡 ,

S2𝑉 -vector valued, on Ω𝑡:
1

2

(︀
H−1 −H−1

0

)︀
∘ 𝑗𝑡 = 𝑗*𝑡 E, − 1

2
log
(︀
HH−1

0

)︀
∘ 𝑗𝑡 = 𝑗*𝑡

̂︀E,
on Ω𝑡:

1

2
(𝑗*𝑡 ℎ− 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ0) = 𝑗*𝑡 e,

1

2
log
(︀
(𝑗*𝑡 ℎ0)

−1𝑗*𝑡 ℎ
)︀
,

where ℎ0 = Ψ*𝛾0 is the so-called frozen metric on the World tube 𝒲 , 𝑗*𝑡 ℎ0 = Ψ*
𝑡𝛾0 is its

restriction to Ω𝑡, and H0 = 𝛾−1
0 ∘ Ψ. Note that 𝑡 = 𝑡0 can be set in the above restrictions to

obtain definitions on Ω𝑡0 .

Appendix G. Three-dimensional stresses

Given a spacetime structure on the body World tube 𝒲 and the corresponding orthogo-
nal decomposition relative to N, the normal to the hypersurfaces Ω𝑡, the generalized Cauchy
stress 𝜎, defined here as the spatial part of the four-dimensional stress Σ (remark 5.3), has for
expression (8.10),

𝜎(𝑚) = 𝜌𝑟(𝑚) (𝑔3𝐷𝑚 )♯(𝑇𝑚Ψ)⋆ s(𝑚) (𝑇𝑚Ψ)(𝑔3𝐷𝑚 )♯, 𝑚 ∈ 𝒲 ,

where 𝑔3𝐷 = 𝑔+N♭ ⊗N♭ is the spatial part of 𝑔 (see (8.1)), and s is the covariant stress tensor
defined by (5.8). Since, by its very definition, 𝜎 has values in 𝑇Ω𝑡 ⊗ 𝑇Ω𝑡 because 𝑇Ω𝑡 = N⊥,
the mapping

𝜎(𝑗𝑡(x)) = 𝜌𝑟(𝑗𝑡(x)) (𝑔3𝐷𝑗𝑡(x))
♯(𝑇𝑗𝑡(x)Ψ)⋆ s(𝑗𝑡(x)) (𝑇𝑗𝑡(x)Ψ)(𝑔3𝐷𝑗𝑡(x))

♯.

is a second-order contravariant tensor field on the three-dimensional manifold Ω𝑡.
In the particular case of the Schwarzschild spacetime described in section 9, where, 𝑞 denoting

the Euclidean metric,

𝑔3𝐷 = 𝑘𝑞, and (𝑔3𝐷)♯ = 𝑘−1𝑞−1,

the three-dimensional stress 𝜎 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 is given by

𝜎 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 =
1

𝛾𝑘2
𝜌 𝑞−1(𝑇Ψ𝑡)

⋆ (s ∘ 𝑗𝑡) (𝑇Ψ𝑡)𝑞
−1,

with the abuse of notation (𝜌𝑟/𝑘
2) ∘ 𝑗𝑡 = 𝜌𝑟/𝑘

2 = 𝜌/𝛾𝑘2, and where 𝛾, not to be confused with
the metric 𝛾(𝑡) on the body ℬ, is the generalized Lorentz factor (9.6).

Let us now make the stronger assumption that the restriction Ψ𝑡 = Ψ ∘ 𝑗𝑡 of the matter field
to Ω𝑡 is a diffeomorphism, and set 𝑝 := Ψ−1

𝑡 and F = 𝑇𝑝 = 𝑇Ψ−1
𝑡 , by analogy with Classical
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Continuum Mechanics (remark 6.1). Then, the stress 𝜎 on Ω𝑡 can be recast as the pullback by
Ψ𝑡

(G.1) 𝜎 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 =
1

𝛾𝑘2
𝜌 𝑞−1

(︀
Ψ*

𝑡𝜃
♭
)︀
𝑞−1 =

1

𝛾𝑘2
𝜌 𝑞−1

(︀
𝑝*𝜃

♭
)︀
𝑞−1,

of a covariant stress tensor 𝜃♭, defined on ℬ, and given by

𝜃♭ := s ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1
𝑡 = 𝛾(𝑡)𝜃𝛾(𝑡), 𝜃 := 2𝛾−1

0

𝜕𝑤

𝜕̂︀𝛾 , 𝜕𝑤

𝜕̂︀𝛾 =
𝜕𝑤

𝜕̂︀𝛾 (𝛾−1
0 𝛾(𝑡)).

Indeed, by definition, H ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1
𝑡 = 𝛾(𝑡) and H0 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1

𝑡 = 𝛾0 ∘ Ψ ∘ 𝑗𝑡 ∘ Ψ−1
𝑡 = 𝛾0.

The contravariant stress tensor 𝜃, defined on the body ℬ, is then recognized as the Rougée
stress tensor introduced in [75, 77, 45] (and which coincides with the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor when ℬ is identified with a reference configuration Ω0). In that case, the constitutive
equation

𝜃 := 2𝛾−1
0

𝜕𝑤

𝜕̂︀𝛾 = 𝜃(𝛾)

is the formulation of hyperelasticity on the body ℬ (see [76, Chapter XII], [77, Application 1]
and [45, Theorem 3.4]).

The prefactor 1/𝛾𝑘2 in (G.1) combines both gravitational effects (through the conformal factor
𝑘) and relativistic effects (through the generalized Lorentz factor 𝛾). The 3D stress tensor on
Ω𝑡

𝜏 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 := 𝛾𝑘2
𝜎 ∘ 𝑗𝑡
𝜌

, such as 𝜏 ∘ 𝑗𝑡 = 𝑞−1F−⋆
(︀
𝜃♭ ∘ Ψ𝑡

)︀
F−1𝑞−1,

is therefore a second relativistic generalization of the Kirchhoff stress tensor 𝜎/𝜌 of Classical
Continuum Mechanics (see remark 8.1), this time dedicated to the Schwarzschild spacetime.
Recall that for the flat Minkowski metric we have 𝑘 = 1, and that for the Galilean limit, we
have 𝛾 = 1.
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